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INTRODUCTION
The State of Illinois has been divided by the Board of
Agriculture into three sections for the purpose of studying its
development and natural resources. For the purpose of this study,
the southern section has been taken because it was the best arbi-
trary division that could be made to coincide with the section
which it was desired to cover in this investigation. The east
and west railroads converging at St. Louis across the southern
part of the State coincide closely though not exactly with this
division. This division includes thirty-four counties beginning
with the northern boundary of Madison County, extending east in
a broken line, including the northern boundaries of Bond,
Fayette, Effingham, Jasper and Crawford Counties,
The surface of this section varies from level prairies
to high hills. The characteristics of the soil are j'ust as var-
ii^a, varying from the white clay soils underlain by hard pan
subsoil to the rich alluvial deposits of the river bottoms.
Mention may be msuie of the rivers of this section. The
boundary rivers, the Mississippi, Ohio, and Y^abash, with their
tributaries, the Illinois, Kaskaskia, Big Muddy, Saline, and Little
Wabash, furnished the early transportation routes.
The first settlements in Illinois were made on the banks
of these rivers, among the oldest were Kaskaskia and Cahokia, in
the west, and Shawneetown and St. Francisville in the eastern and
southeastern part.
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In 1840 this section was the most proiuinent in the state,
both in agriculture and industry. But the coining of the railroad
in the later decade shifted the agricultural and industrial centers
to other sections of the state. Southern Illinois retained her
one industry, that of coal mining. After the coming of the rail-
road, this industry at once became iraportant. The later develop-
ment of this section of the state centers around the growth of this
industry, and its auxiliary, the railroad.
The main theme of this thesis is the development of the
railroad and the coal mining industry of southern Illinois. Other
industries have been noted only in relation to the development of
these two industries. Host of the material for this thesis is
gleaned from the prominent railroad and mining journals of the
time. The material found in the tables is taken from the United
States Census Reports, and the Coal Reports of the State Geological
Survey, 1880 to date. The Illinois Bureau of Labor Statistics,
and the Illinois State Mining Board.
The railway statistics have been obtained from the
reports of the railroads, Poor's Manual of Railroads from
1870-1915, and Statistical Reports of Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion on Railways, 1890 to 1910,
Of studies previously made, Davidson and Stuve, "History
of Illinois," published 1884, and Gordon, "Illinois Railway Legis-
lation and Commission Control" since 1870 published 1901 may be
mentioned as helpful.
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CHAPTER I
RAILROAD DEVELOPS/IEITT IN SOUTHERN ILLINOIS
1850 to 1S60
The legislature of 1837 had been preceded by an internal
improvement convention which had devised a general system of in-
ternal improvements, "commensurate with the interests of the
people". The wildest schemes were indulged in as to the develop-
ment of the resources of the state. Enormous gifts and donations
equal to almost one third of the state's interests were proposed
to hasten the development of the scheme. This spirit was carried
to the legislature of 1837, whose spirit is expressed in the words
of Governor Duncan. He stated that the plans of the convention
should be pursued "until the whole of our country shall be inter-
sected by canals and railroads and our beautiful prairies enliven-
ed by thousands of steam engines drawing after themx lengthened
trains freighted with the abundant products of our fertile soil"."^
Every one familiar with Illinois history knows the wild
schemies and appropriations that characterized the legislature of
1837 in attempting to carry out the suggestions of the Governor's
message. A Board of Commissioners of Public Works was appointed
to superintend the construction of all public works except canals.
Railroad construction came under control of the Board. The rail-
roads were to be built on the most direct and eligible routes be-
tween their respective termini. This board was finally emipowered
to adopt and enforce such rules and regulations as they might deem
"^Davidson and Stuve, History of Illinois, ch. 37, p. 562^
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necessary and expedient to carry into full effect the object of the
act
.
There prevailed in the legislature from 1849 to 1854
what was known as the state policy of railroad "building. The
object was so to locate and fix the tern.ini of cross railroads as
to build up great coniu:ercial centers and great cities within the
limits of the State of Illinois, If this did not follow, rail-
roads should not go where they would contribute to the conin:erce
and wealth of cities outside the state boundary. This policy was
directed against St, Louis, "a foreign city" and was evidently
designed to favor the aspiring "doniestic cities" on the Illinois
side of the Mississippi which v/ere her competitors. Those cities
on the Wabash, viz, Vincennes and Terre Haute were also included.
A general railroad incorporation law was defeated on
the ground that any railroad foreign or domestic could choose
its route across the state without consulting the interests of
the section thru which it passed. This they claimed was not only
highly unjust, but was an infringement on the right of private
property. It might be detrimental and would certainly be in bad
faith to the roads already built or chartered. The building of
any railroad that would effect the interest of the canal was op-
posed on the ground that under a liberal general railroad incor-
poration law a ruinous competition would be the inevitable result.
The idea that great cities could not be built in Illinois was un-
thinkable, and it was urged that railroads from, east to west north
of the Ohio River seeking termini on or beyond the Mississippi
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Rlver must pass over Illinois territory. The principal idea was
to compel these roads by the statesmanship of Illinois to converge
at a point on the Mississippi River within the borders of the
state and build up a great commercial center which would in a few
years rival St. Louis and capture her fast increasing trade.
St. Louis even at this time (1849) paid one third of the revenue
of the State of Missouri. To debt burdened and tax ridden Illi-
nois the thought that she was building up the wealth and prosper-
ity of her rival by contributing half of its trade and capital
was a bitter one, especially for the state policy advocates.
The constitution of 1S48 provided for a general railroad
incorporation law by stating that the legislature should encour-
age internal improvements by passing liberal, general laws of in-
corporation for that purpose. Time after time the people of that
portion of the state whose best market was St. Louis, petitioned
for charters for railroads across the state, from Vincennes and
Terre Haute on the V'abash to terminate at a point opposite St.
Louis, but were as often refused and bills containing such char-
ters were invariably rejected.
In 1849 the members of the legislature from the 18 or
30 counties affected by the policy issued an appeal to their con-
stituents to meet in a mass convention at Salem in June, 1S49, to
protest against this policy. As a result a convention composed
of ten delegates from each county m.et at Salem at the appointed
time to devise such measures as might be necessary in the emer-
gency to secure for their section those rights under the consti-
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tution from which they felt thsy had been so unjustly debarred.
About 4000 persons attended this convention. The ad-
vantages of a railroad across the southern section of the state,
such as the Ohio and Mississippi Railroad, was pointed out. The
convention boldly declared that the interests of that section of
the state were identical with those of St. Louis and that this
city was their best and only accessible market. The governor
was requested to convene the legislature in extra session and a
general railroad incorporation act with liberal provisions was
demanded. As a final recommendation the people were urged to as-
sem.ble in their home districts and take steps to urge these meas-
ures without ceasing'.
To counteract this meeting a state policy meeting was
convened at Hillsboro the following July "to consider and take
action in reference to railroads crossing the state east and west
and terminating at suitable points for building up commercial
cities and towns within the border of our state". The meeting was
postponed until October and an immense barbecue was prepared.
13000 people were reported in attendance. The Alton interests
were well represented and resolutions were adopted in favor of
the state policy and approving the action of the last legislature
in refusing to grant charters to railroads leading to St. Louis.
In the meantime, the governor had called an extra ses-
sion of the legislature to elect a United States Senator to suc-
ceed General Shields and had recommended a consideration of the
passing of a general railroad incorporation law. The Hillisboro
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convention condemned the calling of this extra session and urged
an immediate adjournment after the election of a United States
senator without any action upon other questions.
The prospect of any friendly action towards an act
which would enable the construction of the proposed Ohio and
Mississippi Railroad was thwarted by the action of the Missouri
legislature. In 1849 it passed an act levying tribute upon all
property sold within the limits of Missouri, being the growth, pro-
duce, or manufacture of any other state than her soverign self.
It was expected that such a tribute would yield ^150, 000 annually
from the Illinois commerce alone,- a scheme to lift the burden of
taxation from the state of Misso-ari to the people of the state of
Illinois whose only marJcet was St. Louis.
The law was severely criticised by the leading ^cusiness
men of St. Louis, and altho it was declared unconstitutional, it
did not fail, in connection with the Bloody Island Dike case, to
arouse fierce opposition and increase the prejudice and bad feel-
ing in Illinois against the City of St. Louis.
The legislature in the extra session referred to, re-
fused the charter to the Ohio & Mississippi Railroad by a vote
of 43 to 27. The following resolutions, drawn up and presented
by Wesley Sloan, of Pope County, illustrate the purpose of a
state-policy legislature.
Resolved:^
1st. That the geographical position of the
State of Illinois, considered in connection with
the construction of railroads within her limits
iDavidson and Stuve, HlHtory of Iliinols, Ch . 37, p. 565.
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is one of the greatest natural advantages which she
possesses and v^hich under a judicious system of legis-
lative policy must be very instrumental in promoting
the general welfare of the state.
Snd. That the prosperity of a state or nation
consists not only in the virtue and intelligence of
a brave and energetic people, in the richness of her
soil, but also in the number and extent of her
flourishing towns, villages and cities.
3rd. That any internal improvement, whether
constructed under a general or a special law, tend-
ing in its operation to impede the growth and pros-
pects of cities, towns and villages within our own
borders, ought not to be enco^jraged.
4th. That the construction which should be
given to the 6th section of the 10th article of the
constitution is: That the general assembly shall
encourage improvements that are of internal char-
acter and advantage and not such as are mainly in-
tended to promote external interests.
5th. That a railroad commencing at our eastern
border, running across the state and terminating at
a point on the Mississippi River opposite St. Louis
and also uniting with continuous lines of railroad
extending eastward thru our sister states either to
Cincinnati or the Atlantic Cities would be imir.ensely
advantageous to St. Louis. At the same time it would
impede the growth and prosperity of the cities and
to\'ms on the Illinois side of the Mississippi River.
6th. That the Connection of the Mississippi
River by connecting lines of railroad with the Atlantic
seaboard is of vital importance to the whole Union, and
we willingly invite the construction of railroads pass-
ing thru other states to our eastern boundary, promis-
ing to grant them right of way, ait reserving to our-
selves only the privilege of fixing the termini: a
privilege we constitutionally claim and which we are
entitled to exercise by reason of our geographical po-
sition.
7th. That the construction of the great central
railroad is a subject of vast importance to Illinois
and all laws having for their object the completion
of the same on proper principles ought to be encouraged,
provided such laws do not infringe too much on our natur-
al advantage growing out of our geographical position.
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These resolutions invited much criticism from other
states as well as from southern Illinois. It ivas pointed out
that this policy stood in the way of the best interests of the
state and that such a short-sishted policy was proving ruinous
to the southern and middle portions of the state. It was openly
asserted that the Alton influence had produced the conflict be-
tween the three sections and that after all the north was taking
advantage of it and using Alton "to pull the chestnuts out of the
fire for Chicago".
Alton was very ambitious. This town had secured the
majority of votes for the state capitol in 1834, after the 20
years limitation for Vandalia should expire.
The State Bank furnished capital to promote local in-
terests. Alton was willing to forego the capital scheme to other
towns more interested if railroad support could be obtained by so
doing. The Alton representatives had stated as early as 1837
that their town would not be satisfied with the termini of less
than three railroads. The State Bank was soon ruined by attempts
to divert and monopolize the Galena lead mine trade and build up
Alton as the Emporium of the I^ississippi Valley. ^"Thus by the
deceptive cry of the grand stats policy and various combinations
formed to further such ends, hostile legislation was evoked to-
wards that part of the state which by nature is not so well adapt-
ed to the construction of railroads as the great prairie region
^Davidson and Stuve, History of Illinois, p. 5S7.
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of the center and north, and which now should receive the fostering
care of friendly legislation rather than the blight of this policy
whose effects are not entirely removed to this day (1884)".
The northern part of the state seeking outlet "by rail-
roads to markets on the lalce and within the borders of the state
was not indifferent to the exclusive policy: while that region
was liberally rewarded with railroad charters, there is evidence
that they were not without encouragement from the south to impose
this policy upon the latter.
Conditions were changing in Illinois by 1850. The state
was growing rapidly in wealth and population. The land grants
for Illinois Central in 1850 and the later completion of the road
did not interfere with the state policy, but it helped the peoples
to outgrow it. A new legislature met in 1851 with new ideas of
state development. A charter was granted to the Ohio & Mississippi
Railroad Company. Mr. Douglas urged the granting of this charter.
He also favored the proposed road from Illinois toTO (East St.
Louis) to Terre Haute. Representative G. R. Young pointed out the
fact to the people of Illinois that the aid of the eastern states
lad been enlisted in securing the land grants which made the con-
struction of the Illinois Central possible. The charter for the
Vincennes road was granted, but the Terre Haute road was refused.
Another incident worthy of mention happened about this time that
tended to lessen the ardor of the support of some of the southern
memibers for granting liberal privileges to railroads extending
across their territory and connecting "foreign cities". It was
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not expressly stipulated in the charter that the Ohio & Miss-
issippi Railroad should touch Bellville, which was then a flour-
ishing little city. The Company refused to consider Bellville
at all, even refusing a subscription of $50,000 from that city
on the condition that it be made a point. Bellville was left
six miles to the south and much was said by the advocates of the
state policy about the three foreign cities of Cincinnati, Vin-
cennes and St. Louis "^taking possession of the soil of Illinois,
upon which to inaugurate a great improvement without our counte-
nance or approbation, but we are powerless to prevent it".
The Alton and Terre Haute railroad was chartered in 1851
but was not completed until 1856. This road was built without
opposition by the state policy advocates. But when the proposi-
tion came up for the chartering of the Mississippi and Atlantic
railway from St. Louis via Vandalia direct to Terre Haute, the
opposition was greater than ever before because this road was
,
regarded as in direct conflict with the Alton interests and a
ruinous com.petitor to the Alton & Terre Haute then building.
The Vandalia road was denied a charter by the legislature
of 1851, but the promoters of the road, headed by Col. John Brough
of Indianapolis, proceeded to organize under the general law of
1849. It was found im.practicable to build the road under this
law and an application was made to the legislature of 1853 for a
charter. This application was refused along with several others,
all seeking to approach the Mississippi at St. Louis. An example
^Davidson and Stuve - History of Illinois, p. 531.
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Of the persistency of the Alton interests to keep out any compet-
ing road was a bill introduced by the champion of the Alton in-
terests in the Senate, by which "all these existing chartered
railroads ^7ere to be protected for ten years against the building
of any competing road within 25 miles distance, unless existing
corporations first gave their consent". The bill failed to be-
come a law.
The Salem convention of 1849 having proved successful
in finally obtaining the charter for the Ohio and Mississippi
railroad, a second convention was called for the purpose of pe-
titioning the governor to call a special session of the legis-
lature to grant the charter to the Llississippi and Atlantic rail-
road. Delegates from 19 counties south of the Alton and Terre
Haute railroad attended. A committee was appointed to draft the
petition of which the Honorable S^'-dney Bruce ms chairman. Atten-
tion was called to the interest of Southern Illinois to St. Louis
and her markets, and also to the fact that cut of the number of '
miles of railroad then building and in operation in Illinois
(over 2000) less than 300 had been allowed to Southern Illinois.
The petition had the desired effect and the charter was
granted in 1854. This was the last struggle in the legislature,
and with this the state policy no longer dominated the legislature,
but it did not close the difficulties of the proposed railroad.
The Brough road, as it was called, was attacked from a legal stand-
point. It was claimed that the road had begun building operations
^American Railroad Journal, vol. 27, p. 854.
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before 1854 under the general act of 1849 and did not not operate
under the new law of 1854; therefore, as it then stood, it had no
legal existence and would have to be reorganized, -this opinion
was delivered and signed by John T. Stev^art, A. Lincoln, and by
B. S. Edwards. This opinion was circulated in New York in order
to injure the financing of the Brough road. This objection was
met by Brough himself and finally overcome. He maintained that
the road would be completed by 1856, but financial difficulties
were in the way. Altho the road was completed from Indianapolis
to Terre Haute by that time, trains did not run thru to St. Louis
until 1865 or later.
Two other short roads deserve mention at this tim.e. They
are the Illinoistown and Alton and the Illinoisto'vm and Bellville.
The former road was built in vailent opposition to the state policy
interests to connect with the Alton and Terre Haute, and the latter
was built as a coal road for purpose of opening up the St. Clair
County Coal fields and giving an outlet to the St. Louis markets.
The effect of the state policy upon the developm.ent of
Southern Illinois has been much of by some historians. It does
not appear to the writer to have been more than a hindering force,
for a short time, of the inevitable.
St. Louis was already a great commercial center when the
railroads came. River transportation had been well developed and
St. Louis had a thriving trade both south and west over her natural
^Affierican Railroad Journal, vol. 27, p. 883.
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lines of transportation. It was an attenipt to make capital and
industry flow up hill or divert them from their natural channels.
The railroads were bound to come where there was the most use
for them and where business was best.
Yet from the standpoint of the state at large and leav-
ing out the special Alton interest , there seems to have been
grounds for such a policy. Viewed in the light of the political
doctrine of state sovereignty, other states may be regarded as
foreign. This view was a common conception, especially in
Southern Illinois and Missouri, allied with the south as ,they
were by means of the natural connections of the Mississippi River.
Actions of St. Louis in the Bloody Island dike case and
the Legislature of Missouri in attempting to impose an import
duty against the state gave the Illinois people reason to believe
that the interests of St. Louis were not identical with theirs.
It can be said, however, that one of the greatest hindrances of
the policy was the putting off of the building of railroads in
the southern section until a time when the central and northern
sections were engrossed in a struggle with the railroads and
needed the cooperation of all sections. Ov/ing to the fact that
railroad building was at that time at its zenith in this section,
Southern Illinois was not ready to cooperate with them in their
struggle.
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CHAPTER II
THE GROWTH OF RAILROADS AND INDUSTRIES
1860 - 1880
Most of the railroads of this section were proposed and
chartered from 1860 to 1870. Only t;';o were completed, viz: the
St. Louis, Vandalia and Terre Haute, and the Eellville and South-
ern Illinois, the latter being an extension of the Illinoistown
and Bellville Railroad.
The Vandalia railroad was a revival of the old Miss-
issippi and Atlantic railroad mentioned in the preceding chapter.
The route was slightly changed to include some towns not included
in the old charter. The new charter gave the company the privi-
lege of building a railroad from East St. Louis to a point on the
eastern Illinois state line opposite Terre Haute, where it would
be advantageous to connect with the Indianapolis and Terre Haute
railroad. The Vandalia road was completed in 1865, and two years
later it was leased by the Indianapolis Company, giving this road
a thru line to St. Louis and the latter city a connection with
other eastern roads with termini at Indianapolis.
The Bellville and Southern Illinois was pushed southeast
to Duquoin and was leased by the St. Louis, Alton and Terre Haute
Company, which had combined the St. Louis Alton Branch with the
Alton and Terre Haute. This road to Duquoin m.ade connections with
the Illinois Central and became the most important short coal
road of this part of the state, from 1860 to 1880; with its further
extension it retained this position until after 1890. An exten-
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sion of this road was chartered in 1868 under the name of the
Bellville and Eldorado Railroad, but was not completed until the
next decade.
The most importa.nt roads proposed and finished during
this time were: The St. Louis Bridge, finished in 1S74, and the
Bellville and Eldorado,' chartered in 1S69 and opened in 187S.
This road v/as combined with the St. Louis and Southern Illinois,
Illinoistown and Bellville in 18S0 and leased to the St. Louis,
Alton and Terre Haute Company.
The Cairo and St. Louis was completed as a narrow gage
railroad in 1875, having received its charter ten years before.
This road was built to open up the Big Muddy Coal fields, but did
not accomplish its purpose, for it defaulted^ on interest payments
in 1876 and 1877.
The Cairo and Vincennes was chartered in 1867 and was
put into operation in 1872, but went into hands of receiver in
1874.
The Carbondale and Shawneetown was built from Carbon-
dale to Marion in 1878.
The St. Louis and South Eastern chartered in 166S, opened
in 1871, defaulted in 1873 and passed the next year into the hands
of a receiver and was sold under foreclosure to the Louisville
and Nashville Company in 1880. Other roads built into this section
^Poor's Manual - Report of Cairo and St. Louis Railroad, 1874,
p. 607.
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during this period were:
East St. Louis ajid Carondolet.
East St. Louis connecting railways.
Grayville and iiattoon.
Quiucy, Alton & St. Louis.
Jacksonville and St. Louis.
Salem and South Eastern.
Wabash, Chester and Western.
Louisville, New Albany and St. Louis.
Railroad Leo:i slat ion
By 1880 Southern Illinois had developed in round num-
bers about 900 miles of railroad, and it is noticeable that the
period of 1870 to 1880 saw most of its construction. By this
time railroad building had ceased to be attractive to the people
in the northern and central sections of the state. It was seen
that the state was powerless to control the railroad under the
then existing conditions. For twenty years Illinois voted, labor-
ed and taxed for railroads. The capital and enterprise which
cajne into the state and entered railroad development was welcomed
by liberal legislation. No one seem.ed to think of railroad enter-
prise as other than a good omen for prosperity. The general law
was liberal, but most railroads preferred and did get special
charters which were more liberal than the general la^v. Land
grants were made to many. The Illinois Central being the first
to receive such grants"^.
^Davidson and Stuve. History of Illinois, p. 1030.
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Northern and Central Illinois were just beginning to
realize the inevitable result of giving to corpora,tions unbounded
privileges and concentrated powers. But in spite of this condi-
tion petitions not only cajne into the legislature for further
grants, but also to authorize the issue of bonds b3' counties,
towns, and cities wherever and to whatever extent asked for by am-
bitious and unpecunious railroad builders. 4he legislature from
1860 to 1870 seerred to do little else but grant charters and pass
laws authorizing the contracting of huge debts as premiums to the
railroads. The Grabber aots of 1869 and the Lake Front case are
exam.ples of some laws passed at this time. The Grabber act was
passed over the governor's veto. It gave to all counties, to^jms,
and municipa-litiss authority to vote bonds to railroads and gave
to all such debt bearing comiriunities all the state tax, "which was
raised upon the increased assessment of 1868 as a fund to redeem
such bonds. The result of this law was that it gave to every
comm.unity a money interest in running in debt on the theory that
these state taxes would be taken for the paym^ent of debts of some
other comjrunity. Under this law the local bonded debt of the
state was increased about 18 million dollars and in almost every
case the stocks of such roads thus built soon became worthless
and were 7/iped out by foreclosure.
Some of the railroads of Southern Illinois were built
by this process. The St. Louis and Southeastern, and Cairo and
Vincennes were both aided by county bonds.
^Davidson and Stuve. History of Illinois, p. 1023.
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The reasons for "building; these reads were many and
varied. The Cairo and St. Louis was built in order to have a di-
rect line road between the two cities, and to compete with the
Cairo short line of the St. Louis, Alton and Terre Haute via
Duquoin and the Illinois Central. This road also paralleled the
Mississippi River and had to compete with the river commerce.
This road was not a paying investment. It was built to develop
the Big Muddy coal fields but it never became a coal road of any
great importance. It was in the hands of a receiver most of the
time from 1875 to 1885, when it was leased by the Mobile and Ohio.
The interest on the bonds of this road was not to be paid unless
the road paid dividends. This did not often happen. Llany times
the receipts were barely enough to pay expenses and often ran as
low as 1200 to f300 per mile deficit"^.
The Cairo and Yincennes road fared but little better.
It was built for the purpose of making connections with the Ohio
and Mississippi Railroad at Yincennes and was first proposed as
a broad gage road. Before its completion, however, the Ohio and
Mississippi was changed to a standard gage and this road was com-
pleted as a standard gage. The territory thru which it passed
7;as somewhat better tha.n that served by the St. Louis road, but
was not very Vi.'ell developed. The Yincennes road paralleled the
Ohio and Wabash Rivers and touched some of the best agricultural
and timber lands in this part of the state. It was a great aid
in developing these river bottoms into farming districts, but the
1
Poor's llanual. Reports of Cairo and St. Louis, and Cairo and
Yincennes railroads from 1870 to 1880.
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road was poorly built and poorly equipped and did not pay divi-
dends until after 190C.
The St. Louis and Southeastern made a somewhat better
showing. This road was originally chartered from St. Louis to
Shawneetovm, but was soon pushed on to Evansville, Indiana, and
connected with southern lines. Its profits ran from *1500 to
tSOOO per mile. Other roads in the state were producing from
^8000 to $10,000 per mile. This read was also built to develop
the Big Muddy Coal fields, but never accomplished its purpose.
Some mines were developed in St. Clair County, Perry and C-alleton
Counties, but it can not be said ever to have become a coal road.
Other roads worthy of mention were the Salem and Southeastern,
and the Springfield and Southeastern, the latter road running
from Springfield thru Flora to Shawneetown. This road was early
acquired by the Ohio and Mississippi and passed into the hands
of the Baltimore and Ohio with the rest of the Ohio and Miss-r,
issippi system,
CHANGE OF ATTITUDE OF PEOPLE TOV^ARDS THE
RAILROADS AND RAILROAD LEGISLATION
The constitutional convention of 1870 met following
the Grabber acts of the previous year. There was a general feel-
ing that the Illinois legislature, along with other state legis-
latures, was subject to the corrupting influence of corporation
agents. The Credit mobiler scandal was still under discussion.
The whole tenor of the convention was for railroad regulation by
the state.
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The following resolution was adopted early in the con-
vention:
^Resolved; That justice and necessity require
that hereafter railroad corporations shall be deamed
public corporations, subject to be regulated and con-
trolled by the law-msiking power like other public in-
terests .
In submitting the constitution for ratification, the
two articles for regulation of railroads and warehouses were sub-
mitted separately and were each adopted. The railroad clause stood
144,750 for, 23,535 against. The warehouse clause 143,533 for,
22,702 against. In 1868, 449,436 votes had been cast in the
state elections. It seems that the people of the state were
either indifferent or were not all of the same mind.
The struggle was transferred from the convention to the
legislature of 1871. Acts for regulation were passed in accord-
ance with the newly adopted Constitution. Popular sentiment in the
northern and central sections of the state was strongly in favor
of regulation. This demand was met by the passage cf five separ-
ate acts for railroad regulation, and the question was thought to
be settled. But this only began the struggles. The railroad and
warehouse companies made no pretence of obeying the laws passed
for their regulation and the fight was on.
The state was not unified on the question of regulation.
Chicago thought the laws were tinged with agrarianism. The
southern counties, where railroad construction was just reaching
its high water mark, were opposed to the laws because an enforce-
ment would hinder the further development of their railroads.
^Davidson and Stuve. History of Illinois, p. 1024-25.
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^The Central part, the corn-growing district, was strongly in
favor of the acts. The feeling ^/as at very high pitch, almost
to the breaking point. In 1873 Illinois raised a 'oumper corn
crop. In December corn sold at 17 cents per bushel. It cost
thirty-five cents per bushel to ship corn to New York. There
was a feeling that unjust discrimination in the rates between
towns and between long and short hauls in favor of the longer
hauls were being practiced in many cases. These grievances,
including consolidation and pools, caused the people of central
Illinois to express their feelings in strong language.
^The bankruptcy of many of the railroads was another
source of discontent. The bonds voted by the municipalities were
usually secured by stock. As the railroads went into bankruptcy,
the stock becam.e worthless. Many men who had m.crtgaged their
property to buy stock of the railroads found themselves in a ser-
ious financial condition. It was discovered that the railroads
were for themiSelves and not for the people.
A good example of a bankrupt road was the Cairo and
Vincennes railroad. This road was aided largely by County bonds.
It was completed in 1874, defaulted the next year and in 187S
was in the hands of a receiver. Such an examiple as this showed
Southern Illinois the true railroad situation.
The outcome of these conditions was a series of acts
passed between 1873 and 1875, known as the Granger legislation,
^Davidson and Stuve. History of Illinois, p, 1026-7,
^Ibid, p. 1020.
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Ho specific part was played by Southern Illinois in this Granger
legislation. There were some Grangers in this section. One of
the test cases against the Illinois Central was from Alexander
County. The ant-d-railroad spirit showed itself in politics and
in the election of 1874, following the panic of 1873. The state
went Democratic for the first time in twenty years.
The panic of 1873 has been called a railroad panic.
The roads of Southern Illinois were hit hard. Practically alm^ost
every road except the Illinois Central and the Cairo Short line
were either bankrupt or on the verge from 1873 to 1380. Receiv-
erships were general. The St. Louis and Cairo and the Cairo and
Vincennes were not always able to meet their upkeep and running-
expenses. -^In 1877 reports show the St. Louis road having a de-
ficit for the year of ^190 per mile. Its gross earnings for the
year were $395,777, Its total expense, interest, taxes, running
expenses, etc., were $333, 374 or a total deficit of :;f37,596. The
year 1878 also showed a deficit, but not so large as the previous
year
.
The Vincennes road showed earnings over running exr^enses
of ^53 per mile; also showing a deficit in interest payments. In
1878 the report stated that this road owned no rolling stock. All
the rolling stock used was hired from connecting lines.
The St. Louis and Southeastern went into hands of a re-
ceiver in 187S, and v/as so operated until ISSO, when it was pur-
^Poor's Manual, Reports of Cairo and Vincennes Railroad, 1878,
p, 691-693.
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chased by the Louisville and ITashville CompaLny and called the
St. Louis division of this road.
The Vandalia, while it paid expenses, was run at a loss
to the lessees, from 1877 to 1880, due largely to the terms of the
lease and the hard times combined.
The Carbondale and Shawneetown, from Marion to Carbon-
dale, a coal road, and a feeder for the Illinois Central, eleven
and one half miles long having an equipment of one engine, one
passenger car and sixty coal cars, showed net earnings in 1877-78
of over 4|;500 per mile.
The Cairo Short line was the most prosperous road of thi
section. Its prosperity was largely due to the large amounts of
coal hauled to St. Louis, yet there was some decline in its. coal
revenues due to the industrial conditions and- the panic.
The Indianapolis and St. Louis or the m.ain line of the
Alton and Terre Haute was hardly able to keep above board.
The Ohio and Mississippi Company finally went into the
hands of a receiver. The condition of this road will be more
fully discussed in the next chapter.
It is evident that the condition of the railroads of
Southern Illinois from 1870 to 1880 could be called anything but
prosperous.
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EFFECT ON AGRICULTURE AND TIMBER INDUSTRY
1870 to 1880
Before 1850 there was no sale for the land in Southern
Illinois. Much of the land in this section had been listed for
several years. There was no demand for this land.
^In 1850 the Kaskaskia office had 23,681 acres that had
been listed for 30 years. The Shawneetown office had 401,873 acres
that had also been listed for 30 years. The Vandalia office had
344,672 acres that had been listed for 25 years.
This land was relisted in 1852 and sold at a price from
3 to 7 dollars per acre cr at an average price of $5 per acre. It
had formerly been held at ;tl.25 per acre. The coming of the rail-
roads enabled people to come into Southern Illinois and take up
this land. The population increased and its resources and taxa-
ble wealth was opened up for development.
The increase in population of this part of the state
from 1860 to 1880 is very marked. A study of the census and other
developments for the time indicate a change in the affairs of this
part of the state. Before 1850 Southern Illinois had been the
leading section of the state in many respects. It owed its prom-
inence mainly to its priority of settlement. The opening up of
the central and northern part by the coming of the railroad caused
a great rush to the northern and central prairies.
As a result, while Southern Illinois did not show a de-
"^Davidson and Stuve, History of Illinois, p. 583.
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crease in growth, it was completely overshadoT^ed "03^ the rapid
growth and development of the richer and more fertile sections.
Much of the land of Southern Illinois was formerly covered with a
growth of timber as varied in quality as the soil on which it
grew. Much of the timber was cf an inferior quality, but in the
river bottoms there was found a heavy growth of valuable timber.
In many 'parts logging was carried on during the winter
months as an accessory to agriculture. Hillmen found it profit-
able to have portable saw mills and moved about from pkce to
place wherever a "good run" was possible. These mills usually
shut do^ni during the summer, but furnished occupation for ms.ny
of the sffialler farmers and laborers during the winter. Clear-
ing usually followed the cutting of the best timber, and even
after the culling was done, much valuable timber was destroyed in
the clearing' process . Lumbering was never carried on on a very
extensive scale, because the best tim^ber areas were not general
and the most valuable timber was in the river bottoms and did not
begin to develop much before 1875 or 1880, and these areas were
not extensive enough to warrant the investments of large capital.
Lumber mills of a few thousand feet capacity were in operation from
1880 to 1900 at Mt.Carmel, and Grayville on the Wabash, and Carmi
on the Little Y/abash. Other than this no record is found of any
lumber industry being developed to any great degree.
Much of the timber used for railroad construction came
from this section. This was one source of timber supply for the
Illinois Central.^ Northern Illinois and Wisconsin also supplied
^Brownson. History of Illinois Central Railroad, p. 105.

,ch of the timber for railroad construction in Illinois.
THE GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE COAL IITDUSTRY
The first coal mined in Illinois was in this section.
The early settlers of the ICaskaskia region discovered coal out-
croppinn: from the bluffs skirting the great American Bottoms. Coal
was fouiid to exist in abundance and the ease with ivhich it could
be obtained lead to its being mined early in the history of the
state, chiefly for local use. About 1810 Becks Gazette,^ mentions
the fact that a "flat boat of coal was shipped to New Orleans from
Brownsville, Jackson County." A later publication (1825) of the
same magazine makes the statement that m.uch coal is found about
35 miles from the mouth of the Big Muddy River and a surplus is
mined for exportation. Cahokia is also mentioned as one of the
first communities in Illinois to mine coal. ^It is here that the
story of the burning tree is connected with the discovery of coal
in this region. Mention was made of coal being mined at Center-
ville, St. Clair County in 1830. Peck in his guide for emigrants
published in 1831 mentions the village of BroiTOsville" , consisting
of about 15 to 20 families, where preparation was being made to
manufacture salt and mine coal".
3
Another writer says in a book published in 1834, "Bi-
tuminous coal is found abundantly in all parts of the state, in
the bluffs, and the banks of the water courses. On the Illinois
"^Bulletin Ho. 13. Coal Mining in Illinois, p. 13.
^Ibid. p. 16-17.
^Bulletin No. 13. Coal Mining in Illinois, p. 17.

and opposite to St. Louis in St. Clair County it is very
abundant
and many thousands of bushels are sent to St. Louis annually
and
soldab a rate from ten to twelve and one half cents per bushel".
Another writer in the same year states ^"that in the
bluff about seven miles east from the City of St. Louis, a
fine
vein of coal about eight feet thick, was opened for the
consumption
of that city".
Pecks ?iew guide for Emigrants in 1S3S mentions the pro-
duction of coal in Bond, Calhoun, Green, Jackson, LaSalle,
Madi-
son, Putman and St. Clair Counties.
In 1S37, the first railroad in the Mississippi Valley,
called the coal Mine Bluffs Railroad was constructed. This
road
was about six miles long and was built by Governor Reynolds
to
connect the coal mine, situated on his farm, with the city
of
St. Louis. This road was operated with horse power and
used
wooden rails.
The production of coal in Illinois in 1S40 was 424,187
bushels or over 100,000 tons. St. Clair County was first
in pro-
duction of coal. Madison County was second. These two
counties
together produced 226,646 bushels or over 55,000 tons or m.ore
than
50^ of the entire production of the state.
St. Louis was demanding more coal each year. New
mines
were being opened to supply this demand and the prospect
for min-
ing coal in Southern Illinois was encouraging.
^Bulletin No. 13. Coal Mining in Illinois, p. 17.
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Most of the coal mined in St. Clair County was hauled to
St. Louis. The price ranged from eight to twelve
and one half
cents per bushel or from two to three dollars per ton.
Before 1850 almost all coal development was along water-
ways because of the impossibility of transporting
over land for
any great distance. From 1850, however, the
railroad may be
counted as a factor in Mining.
iThe railroads constructed'between 1S50 and 1860 burned
wood to haul coal. In 1855 there were 3715 miles of
railway in
Illinois. A few of the roads had only begun tc experiment
with
burning coal in their locomotives. Railroad building,
however,
gave a new impetus to coal mining. New Mines were
opened on all
the roads built in the coal region. The first deep
shaft mine in
Southern Illinois was sunlc in St. Glair County in 1S51.
Although the building of the Illinois Central and other
roads connecting the Mississippi with Chicago and the
Lakes had
diverted much of the down river trade that formerly went
thru
St. Louis, the com.mercial industries of St. Louis
continued to
prosper and St. Clair County was still a possible field
for the
mining investor. In 1859 a deep shaft mine was sunk at
Bellville.
In 1863 a shaft 207 ft. deep was opened at 0' Fallon
on the Ohio
and Mississippi Railroad, six miles north of Bellville.
In 1860
the census reported 73 coal mines in Illinois, producing
738,400
tons of coal, employing 1430 men. The total output
was valued, at
11,285,000.
^Bulletin IIo. 13. Coal Mining in Illinois, p. 40-41.
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The total output for the important coal producing coun-
ties in this section in 1870 was as follows"^:
County Tonnage
St. Clair <t9B,810
Jackson 166,800
Perry 195,400
Madison 116,924
Gallatin 11,600
Randolph 11,000
Williamson 1,600
• other counties outside this section producing large
amounts of coal were:
Rock Island 127,630
Vermillion 116,640
Will 228,000
Sangamon 84,500
La Salle 173,864
A number of deep shaft mines were opened on the new
railroads of St. Clair County from 1870 to 1880. Two were opened
in the Ohio and Mississippi railroad. The greatest development
of coal during this decade seerr.s to have been in the vicinity of
Bellville. By 1875 the Eellville district was the most important
mining district in the state.
This district furnished St. Louis with most of the coal
used which was hauled to St. Louis over the St. Louis and Illinois
""Census of 1870, Reported in Bulletin No. 13, Coal Mining in Illi-
nois, p. 40.
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railroad, knovTn to many residents of St. Louis as the
Pittsburgh
road.
^In 1871 this road hauled from Bellville to St. Louis
361,630 tons of coal. The census of St. Clair county
in 1875 re-
ported 798,810, tons for St. Clair County alone.
This same report
enumerated eleven railroads terminating in East St.
Louis. All
of these roads come in thru St. Clair and Madison
Counties, and
all hauled more or less coal into St. Louis.
2Coal Tonnaj-e for the Principal Coal Producing
Co\inties in 1880
County Tonnage
St. Clair - 956,265
lAadison 273,807
Perry 333,186
Jackson
Gallatin 80,400
Clinton 40,000
Johnson 27,000
Marion 39,943
Randolph 69,958
Saline 2,320
Washington 4,000
?/illiamson 73,500
The total product for the entire state for 1880 was ap-
proximately six millions tons.
^Bulletin Ho. 13, Coal Mining in Illinois, p. 42.
2lbid. p. 48.
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The total product of this section was approximately
1,850,000 tons or aoout 33 l/3f. of the total
output for the state.
It might be interesting to note here the prices
of coal in St. Louis
and East St. Louis in 1S80. Coal was delivered
on railroad track
to any place in East St. Louis for U per bushel or |l.50 per ton.
The same coal was delivered to St. Louis at from 8
to H per bush-
el or from $2.00 to $2.25 per ton, a difference of from 50 to
per ton.
THE GROWTH OF INDUSTRIAL CENTERS
St. Louis, altho a "foreign city" must be considered
in
any study of the industrial development of Southern
Illinois. It
is the industrial center of this section, the
largest city and the
best market.
'^The system of river transportation gave St, Louis its
start as an industrial center. Situated as it is, "a
sort of gate-
way to the west" for the central states, near
the mouth of the
Missouri River, and having connections with the Ohio
River, this
city early developed as the center at which the
southbound river
trade of this section was concentrated.
In 1840 St. Louis was a city of ^16,469
inhabitants. It
was closely related to Southern Illinois even before
the develop-
ment of the coal industry. The main roads and highways
had St.
Louis for their objective point. A pike was built from St. Louis
^lailroad Gazette, January 11, 1873, p.
United States Census 1840, p. 90.
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to Bellville in 1846. The old Goshen Road, well knoTO to the
older residents of Southern Illinois, ran from St. Louis to Shaw-
neetovvn. The early object was to connect the Ohio and Mississippi
Rivers by overland transportation. This was later accomplished
by the building of the St. Louis and Southeastern Railroad.
Towns above St. Louis, like Alton, and below, like
Chester, tried to get her trade but they were unsuccessful.
The development of the coal industry in Southern Illi-
nois with St. Louis as its nearest market made that city more and
more the chief center of the sectional trade. The nearness of this
city to the coal fields made it possible for it to get coal cheaper
than any other western city. The railroad rates were not high
enough to be prohibitive for this short distance, which was not
over twenty miles at the fatherest . With eleven railroads coming
into St. Louis thru the coal fields of St. Clair and Madison
Counties, the coal trade of St. Louis developed beyond that of any
other city in the west.
The first bridge over the Mississippi River at St. Louis
was built in 1874. This was thought to be a solution for the dif-
ference in coal rates charged by the railroads between East St.
Louis and the west side deliveries. This did not solve the problem
and it is one that still remains for solution.
The Bellville district was the source of the coal supply.
In 1875 the gross receipts of the St, Louis, Alton and Terre Haute,
(Illinoisto\m and Bellville) known as the Cairo Short Line, for
coal traffic were -^367, 885.
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Bellville gave some promise of an industrial center be-
fore 1850. At this time it was reported to have had a flour mill
of thirty barrels per day capacity and to have obtained coal at a
cost of fiv^ cents per bushel. This town became the center of the
St. Clair County Coal industry.
Alton deserves mention as a promising city. It was
St. Louis' greatest rival in this section, but never made much
showing against this "foreign city".
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CHAPTER III
DEVELOPMMT FROK 1880 TO 1900
The period preceding this one, especially from 1870 to
1880 may be called the decade of the fierce competition between
railroads joining inland and seaboard cities of commercial im-
portance for control of the seaboard traffic. This was also
augmented by the competition of the seaboard cities for the con-
trol of the inland trade.
This competition led to high local rates to malce up for
the deficit for the thru freight. President Hadley calls this
the period of overstocked market, no profit, and cutthroat com-
petition, with widespread insolvency.
^There was some adjustment of this condition by 1880.
The seaboard cities divided the traffic and the railroads ^oegan
to pool their share of the traffic.
The Southern Illinois trunk lines were effected by this
com.petition. Poetically every road made connection with Atlantic
seaboard lines. This was especially true of the Indianapolis and
Cincinnati connections.
%rom all reports it seems to be evident that these trunk
line roads did not cater to local trade. This was net true of the
Illinois Central, altho it is shown by one writer that much of
the local freight did not pay very well, especially from this
^Hadley, Transportation, Chap. Ill, p. 40.
'^Brownson, History of Illinois Central Railroad, p. 104.
^Ringwalt, Railway of the 10th decade, Relation between thru and
local rates, p. ??43. .
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section where small fruits were grown and shipped to the Chicago
market
.
However, it seems that from 1830 to 1890 was a rather
uncertain time for the freight pools. The water transportation
facilities of the Ohio and Mississippi Rivers had to be met by
competition^. This had much to do with rate cutting, as well as
railroad competition. The cutting of rates was necessary in order
to meet the competition of the grain carrying boats on these
rivers. This was especially applicable to the railroads of St,
Louis, Cincinnati and Louisville.
But as an English observer put it, ^"The railroad sit-
uation in the United States by this time was decidedly hopeful
for the future of the American railroad". In 1880 the gross earn-
ing of 48 railroads in the United States was approximately
t48,500,000 as compared with ^41,300,000 in 1879. Only five re-
port losses in 1880. %y the reduction of rates during the same
year (1860) there was saved to the shippers and farmers ever
$14,000,000. This saving was made possible only by the skilful
management of the railroad and the policy of favoring general
business conditions.
Greater consolidation was a part of the plan to reduce
cost of operation. The beginnings of the great railroad companies
that we have today were well established by the end of this decade
(1890)
.
"^American Railroad Journal, November 1881, vol. 54.
2 American Railroad Journal, 1881, p. 420.
Ibid. 1884.
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The Cairo and Vincennes was sold in 1S81 and was bought
in by the stockholders and reorganized in 1S81 as the Chicago,
Vincennes and Cairo Railroad. The same year it was leased to the
Y/abash system and their trains were run from Chica^^o to Cairo over
the Chicago and Eastern Illinois tracks from Danville. This road
was returned to the stockholders in a few years because it could
not be made a paying proposition under the terriis of the lease. The
stockholders were at this time formed to issue $1,000,000 worth of
receivers' certificates for the purchase of equipment and making
the necessary repairs. This management was kept up until about
1890 when the Big Four took over the road and finally purchased
the stock and reorganized and rebjilt the road, which will be de-
scribed in the next chapter.
4he Ohio and Mississippi changed management during this
period. This road went into the hands of a receiver in 1875, but
not on account of bani:ruptcy, or insolvency, but because of fric-
tion among the stockholders. Large blocks of stock were owned by
the Baltimore and Ohio. Another group of stockholders represented
English capital, while a third represented local capital. All
three had different plans. It was the intention of the Baltimore
and Ohio, altho it held a minority of the stock, to manipulate
the other groups in such a way as to force down the stocks and
finally gain control and possession of the road. A certain stock-
holder represent ing the dissatisfied English interests had sued the
company and forced the receivership. In 1884 the court issued
an order for the Ohio and Mississippi to furnish a ^500,000 bond
•Railroad Gazette, 1884, p. 59.

tc secure the claims, and the receivership was discharged and the
road returned to the company.
In the election of 1384 the issue was the control of the
company by the Baltimore and Ohio. The opposition to the Balti-
more Company was victorious and were aole tc state their terms to
the Baltimore and Ohio, The terms agreed upon were 35f. of the
gross earnings, and a lease upon this basis was put into opera-
tion in 1885.
The Ohio and Mississippi had purchased the Springfield
and Southeastern and this was also included in the lease. 4he
reports of the Vandalia indicate only ordinary prosperity. The
report of 1880 shows a surplus over expenses and interest. Re-
ports from 1881 to 18S6 show surplus, but no dividends, as the
net earnings were used in the reconstruction and improvement of
the road. In the report of 1S83 the Big Four Company announced
the acquirement of the Indianapolis and St, Louis Railway and
its leased line, the old Alton and Terre Haute. They also an-
nounced their intention to operate these roads with the other
roads they controlled between St. Louis and Cleveland, including
in such management the lines tc Cincinnati, and that they would
completely rebuild both roads (the Alton and Terre Haute and
Indianapolis and St. Louis). This they claimed was necessary
in order to secure economic results in cost of operation and to
corro-nand an augumented traffic. The practical effect of this would
be tc ma^^e the Indianapolis and St. Louis road not only self-sus-
taining, but profitable in their respective incom.es. The report
•American Railroad Journal, Report of the Vandalia Railroad,
1881 to_ 1885. ^ ——==================
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of 1884 stated 1bat the Big Four Company had in that year advanced
Si, 000, 000 towaxds the reconstruction of this road.
The Cairo and St. Louis had a hard time getting itself
established. This road was one of the roads built during the
narrow gage craze. The reports of the two Cairo roads, (the Cairo
Short Line) show the Cairo Duquoin road to have had about two and
one-third times as much passenger traffic and more than 50f. in
excess of freight tonnage. This road was reorganized in 1881
and was called the St. Ltauis and Cairo. The same year the Mobile
and Ohio crossed the Ohio at Cairo. They foresaw a direct St.
Louis gulf line. Too much competition with the Short Line and the
river traffic kept profits low and this road was finally leased
and rebuilt by the Mobile and Ohio about 1885 and was later bought
and made a part of the system during the nineties.
^In 1880 the St. Louis and Southeastern was bought by
the Louisville and Nashville. This gave St, Louis another almost
direct line to Louisville and connection with the south over a
different route. The last road built in this section was the
Louisville, New Albany and St. Louis. This road was begun in
1878, but trains did not run into St. Louis until 1882. This
road was called the Air Line between St. Louis and Louisville
and was 73 miles shorter than either the Louisville and Nashville
or Baltimore and Ohio connections. This line became an important
coal road for both Southern Indiana and Illinois.
^It is also to be noted that thru separate and distinct
Ipoor's Manual, 1884, p. 517,
^American Railroad Journal, 1881, p. 386.

corporations were granted charters for the purpose of constructing
and operating railroads wholly and only in St. Clair County as
coal roads.
The railroads of Illinois were somewhat depressed by
the crop failures in that state in 1884. Especially was this
noticeable in the case of the more agricultural roads. The
Illinois Central receipts show a decrease for that year. An
exceptional case is the St. Louis and Cairo Short Line (via
Duquoin) . This falling off in receipts was not due to crop-
fail\ire, but to the breaking up of the coal trust which was con-
trolling prices in St. Louis. ^The following' table shows the
amount of the decrease in coal traffic and revenue:
1883 1884
Tons Tons
Tons of Coal carried 400,330 380,334
Revenue for carrying coal 267,932 161,163
Decrease in tonnage in 1384 5%
Decrease in coal revenue in 1884 39.8^
The panic of 1893 forced many railroads into receiverships and
aided in the worlc of consolidation already going on very rapidly.
^The Vandalia was being operated by a receiver in 1896,
This was due to the fact that the Indianapolis and Terre Haute
Company, its lessor was in the hands of a receiver. Seventy-
four railroad companies, operating over 30,000 miles of railroad in
the United States, were in the hands of a receiver in 1896. These
^Poor»s Manual, Report of Cairo Short Line, St. Louis, Alton and
Terre Haute Railroad. Report 1885 p. 689.
Railroad Gazette, January 1899.
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oompanies began to pick up and by 1898 reports gave forty-nine
companies, operating over 6600 miles of road, had closed their
receiverships in that year^. In 1899 the Big Four paid 1 ifo
of dividends. For the same year the Louisville and Nashville
paid dividends on common stock, for the first time since 1893.
The Chicago and Eastern Illinois resumed payment of dividends in
1898. In 1899 they were raised to 4^. The Vandalia report for
1899 showed an increase over the preceding year. The above data
seems to indicate that the railroads of this section were reoavering
from the depression and panic of 1893. By the end of this period
(1900) most of the railroads of Southern Illinois had become parts
of a great system.
The Vandalia road had become a part of the Vandalia
system. Mention has been made of the "Big 4" acquisition of the
Alton and the Vinoennes roads. The St. Louis and Cairo was bought
by the Mobile and Ohio, and the absorption of the St. Louis and
Southeastern by the Louisville and llashville has been mentioned.
The petnic of 1893 forced the new road, the Louisville,
New Albany and St, Louis or Air Line into a receivership and it
was sold under foreclosure and bought in by the Southern Company.
The Ohio and Mississippi was purchased outright by the
Baltimore and Ohio, and was called the Baltimore and Ohio South-
western,
One important change about this time (1898 to 1900) was
the leasing and final purchase by the Illinois Central of the
St. Louis, Alton and Terre Haute ( Cairo Short Line and others)
^Interstate Commerce Commission, 1899, p.
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in Southern Illinois, These roads had a good business and paid
high dividends. Their receipts and tonnage were due to the
coal traffic.
The Illinois Central had before this time been going
into St. Louis from Chicago over the "Big 4" tracks from Pana.
The Alton Company's roads connected with the Central at Duquoin
and Carbondale. These roads were first leased for 99 years in
1895. In 1899 they were bought outright by the issuance of
110,000,000 worth of new stock. The standing of the Illinois
Central was such that practically all of the stock was sold at
a price slightly above par. These newly acquired roads were or
ganized into the St. Louis Division of the Illinois Central in
1899 and represent about 240 miles of road.
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^REPORT OF ST. LOUIS, ALTON AND TERRE HAUTE
FOR COAL TONNAGE AlTD COAL REVENUES
1868
1869
1870
1871
1873
1873
1874
1875
1876
1877
1878
1879
1880
1881
1883
1883
1884
1885
1886
1887
1888
1889
1890
1891
1893
1893
1894
1895
Tons
354075
305359
357370
360481
385613
394083
Coal
Revenues
333305
307057
315338
378003
391689
393370
400534
380334
431158
503639
650603
668313
780353
835176
366653
.^348334
366537
369704
367933
161183
310443
345516
338164
370668
394338
335316
347747
371438
430168
387983
591144
Poor's Manual. Reports of Cairo Shortline, 1868 to 1895.
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THE SHIFT OF POPULATION
The population of many of the ooimties of this section
reached its high water mark diiring this period from 1890 to 1900.
The next decade shows evidence of decreasing and stationary pop-
ulation. Only the counties that were either engaged in or be-
ginning to develop the coal or some other industry show any ap-
preciable increase in population. By 1890 Williamson, Perry and
Franklin counties had begun to rani: high in the production of
soiS!. By 1900 they were among the leading counties, pushing Mad-
ison and St, Clair for first place and finally beating them in
the decade following.
The Coal Carryings Roads .
^
The Illinois Central was the main coal road of this
section, especially after acquiring the Alton interests which
had been developed principally as coal roads (see report). Most
of the new mines opened during this period were on the Illinois
Central or its branches.
The Herrin coal fields come into notice during this
period and by 1900 TiTilliamson Coimty ranks third in the produc-
tion of coal. The development in Franklin, Perry, and Saline
was also notable.
Illinois Coal Report - 1900. p. 37, also p. 30,
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The Mobile and Ohio, successor to the Cairo and St.
Louis, carried in 1895 only about 47,000 tons of coal. Reports
from 1896 to 1902 show that the amount of coal carried by this
road was increasing, but only in about the same proportions as
the increase of coal in Jackson and Randolph Counties, which
was not very rapid. This road had become more of a thru road,
i.e., the preponderance of thru freight over local was clearly
in evidence. 7/hile before the accession of the road by the
Mobile company the local was in excess of the thru freight.
The Vandalia railroad did not haul much coal eastward.
As a matter of fact, but little Illinois coal was shipped east.
The Vandalia' s principal line of freight was manufactured articles
and raw materials (26. 3f.). The reports of 1890 show an increase
in the coal tonnage of this road from the Madison and St. Clair
County mines into St. Louis.
^The Illinois central tonnage for 1890 was given as
32.5fa product of the mines, principally coal; manufactured arti-
cles &.5fo', lumber 7.6fo; products of the farm 35.6fo. The same
report shows for the St. Louis, Alton and Terre Haute (Cairo
Short Line): Product of mine, 57. 2f.; lumber 7.4f.; manufactured
articles 6.2^; farm products 18. 3^.
^The Louisville and Hashville, north of the Ohio, or
the St. Louis, Evansville Division, showed a tonnage of 33.8^
^Census Report 1890 - Transportation, Part I, Statistical Re-
ports of the Railroads, Table III, Group IV. P. 292 to 290.
^Ibid. Group VI. Table VIII. p. 520 to 549.

farm products; including farm animals, 38. 9f.;
products of mines,
21.3/., of which 19.3fo was anthracite leaving only
for bitumi-
nous coal; manufactures 9.5fo, lumber 6.46f..
The Big Four (St. Louis Division) showed for the same
year (1890), farm products 29-5/.; products of mines 26.8/.,
about
2fo being anthracite; manufactures and
merchandise 35. 3f..
The percentages of the Vandalia were: farm products
22/.;
product of mines 45.2/, 33.8/ being bituminous, 63.4/
anthracite;
manufactures 3l/; lumber 5.3/.
The comparison of thru and local freights for 1880
for
one mile is interesting. The local freight of
the Indianapolis
and St. Louis (inc. Alton and Terre Haute) for
tons carried one
mile was ^20,676,930. Thru freight 81,962,184,
or almost four
times as much thru as local. The St. Louis,
Alton and Terre Haute
branch lines (the Cairo Short Line) show for local
freight
15,675,012; thru freight 7,529,722 or about
twice as much local
as thru freight. The Vandalia shows for the
same year (1000) local
freight 20,317,454; thru freight 73,545,346, about
three and one
half times as much thru as local freight, and
comparies very favor-
ably with the Indianapolis and St. Louis.
miile the thru freight on these roads mentioned
continued
m excess of the local freight, yet reports for 1890 and
1900
show a decided increase in the amount of local
freight in propor-
tion to the thru freight. The increases in
local freights being
in product of mines, manufactures and
agriculture,- the last class
•Census, 1880 - Transportation. Ibid. Table
III, Group V, page
206-209.

MAP
ILLINOIS
RAILROADS BUILT FROM 1850-186
Coal Roads in Red and Black
Dots indicate important rail-
road connections.
V
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showing an increase in live stock and animal products.
The conclusion is that these industries were developing
locally and fiirnishing the railroads with more local business,
and that a better understanding between the people and the rail-
roads had been brought about.
The increase in coal production for this period will be
brought out better in the discussion of this product in the next
chapter covering the period from 1900 to 1915.
The Industrial Centers .
The industrial towns and cities that gave promise of
development in the decade of 1870 to 1880 did not show a very
decided growth during this period. The greatest growth was in
the vicinity of St. Louis. The east side business and industry
was an important factor by the close of this period (1900). Se-
fore 1890 East St. Louis was only a railroad terminal with its
necessary car and repair shops and yards. By 1900 manufactures
had begun to develop on a large scale. Industrial establishments
began to locate in East St. Louis, partly as an overflow from
St. Louis, but especially to take advantage of the east side op-
portunities of cheap lands and fuel. In 1900 East St. Louis had
over ten million dollars invested in manufacturing establishments.
The product of these establishments, including custom work was
over 33 million dollsirs.
^In 1880 St. Clair County had 73 coal mines in opera-
tion. Madison County had 34. In 1890 they were just about hold-
"^Census Report, 1880 p. 15 - 868, 880.
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ing their own in number, St. Clair having 73 and
Madison 35.
Bellville was the center of the St. Clair County coal
industry. In 1890 this town and vicinity had an investment
of
about three million dollars representing 260 establishments
(in-
cluding coal mines).
St. Louis continued to be the logical market for this
section. It had long been evident that Southern Illinois
could
not produce a rival for this city on the east side of
the river.
All the cities of Southwestern Illinois that have grown
at all
are connected with St. Louis and her market. East St.
Louis and
Bellville are the best examples. Alton tried for a long time
to remain apart from St. Louis and to rival this city
in matters
of trade and business, but has long ago been forced to
talce her
allowance from St. Louis.
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POrULAi iUN ATT PHTTOTTFR OF SOUTHEM ILLINOIS
SINCE 1880 PER CEITSUS REPORTS
:
—TSTS^ i oon • 1910
Alexander
XOOU i
14808: 16563:
1900
_:^
19384: 23741
Bond 14886: 14550: 16078:
17075
Fayette 33341: 33367:
38065: 38075
Freuiklin 16139: 17138:
19675: 35943
Gallatin IdOOX *
14Q'^5
:
T C Old * 14638
Hamilton xb r lo
•
soiy f
:
18337
Hardin 7234
:
rr/ /I Q •( 't'tO . 7015
Jackson
OOO r X
.
35143
Jefferson 33590
39111
Johnson 13078: 150x0
:
xobb f 14331
Madison
CAT PR
•
51535: 89847
Marion csobob
«
P4.'^41
:
30446: 35094
Massaa >
XXtJA'-' <; xoj.xu<. 14300
Perry ; JLbvU f
' 17539 I lyoou : 33088
Pope
* JLOoOO • 14016 : 11315
Randolph
• 25049 I OOUUX : 29130
St. Clair ; bJ.oUb
I obooo •119870
Saline : 15940 :
19343 : 30304
Union : 18103 :
31549 : 31856
Washington 1 31112 i
19363 : 19536 : 18759
Wayne : 31391
.1 33806 : 37636 : 35597
White : 33083
25005 : 35386>: 33052
Williamson : 5.933^t:
333265: 377965: 45098
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^AMOUUT OF TRAFFIC REVElvfUE
1880
•
•
Passenger :
•
•
Freif:ht
Thru : Local I Thru : Local
St .Louis, Alt .& Terre Haute:
(Cairo Short Line) : $30748 : 1109323 : 185708 : ^393754
St. Louis.. Vandalia & :
Terre Haute ' 237195 : 159402 : 549160 : 419035
St. Louis & Southeastern ;
(L. & N.) :
32476 : 123416 ;: 107028 i. 292303
Cairo & St. Louis [ 585 71730 : 16663 ;
149705
Cairo & Vincennes j 48607 \ 16202 : 13713
: 7308
Ohio & Mississippi
Entire System
: 341099 ! 745203 i 1285444 1401163
Indianapolis & St. Louis
(Inc. Alton & Terre Haute : 170907 : 199308 : 608782 :
383261
'United States Census Report 1880 Vol. Transportation,?.
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^COMPARISON OF LOCAL AND THRU FREIGHT EARNINS FOR 1890
»- . . —
—7
Local
Freight :
Thru :
Freight :
Total
Big 4, West of Terre Haute : % 2058361
Vandalia, west of Terre :
Haute ' $371427 : $792234 : 1163661
Ohio & Mississippi! \
West Vincennes
1196822
Cairo Short Line : 571334 \ 355324
• 926658
Louisville & Nashville
North of the Ohio River \
765949
Mobile & Ohio North of
Cairo :
566535
ensue Peport, 1890 Vol. Transportation Part F, Group 6, p.
272-292.
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CHAPTER IV.
RAILROAD AITP INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT FROM
1900 to 1915
Railroad building in Southern IllinoiB
practically
ceased after 1882. No roads of any great
importance were built
from 1883 to 1898. It may be said that the
new development or the
eextension of the field already held, bega^
about the time of the
latter date. The purchase of the Alton
Company's Interest in the
Cairo Short Line and its branches by the
Illinois central began
the new railroad enterprise in Southern
Illinois. One purpose of
this purchase has been mentioned, namely,
to own Its own outlet to
St. Louis. It is also evident that the
Illinois Central wished to
keep its ehaie of the coal traffic and
continue its development.
The Railroad Interests in the Coal Mine.
one interesting feature of this
development is the in-
terest of the railroads in the coal industry.
Many of the more
enterprising railroads of this section are
either directly or in-
directly interested in the coal mines.
^The Madison Coal Corporation, a coal
company operating
mines
'
at Diverton, Mt. Olive, Glen Corbon,
and Carterville,
Illinois, mines coal for the Illinois Central.
This company fur-
nishes from 15 to 20f. of the coal used by
the Illinois Central
Company. In 1909 the -Central" paid this
coal company $1.10 per
ton for coal. ^Thelr representative stated
that this price was
paid to 80 other different companies located
on the Illinois
central Line. Thejbestimonyje^^
iRallwav Age Gazette, July 16, 1909, p. 118.
H^.^'^riil.ir'^Marlon. and Williamson Counties.
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control of the Madison corporation enabled the railroad
company
to fix the price that it would pay for coal. This
wae brought
out by a suit against the Illinoie Central by an
independent coal
company to try to prove that the Central favored
the Madison com-
pany. It was also brought out that the Illinois
Central was a hold-
ing company for other coal companies of the state.
The relation of the Chicago and Eastern Illinois
to the
southern Illinois coal interests is rather
difficult to determine.
The receivership of the company forced a separation
of some of the
coal interest from the management of the
railroad company. ^In
1911 the management of the Brazil Block Coal
Company, which oper-
ate mines in Vigo and Clay County, Indiana,
and also in Franklin
and Williamson County, Illinois, was taken out
of the hands of
the Eastern Illinois Company, but the stock
was retained. This
company owns 38p00 acres of coal lands in
Illinois. 28,000 is in
Montgomery County. This company is interested
in the Peabody
Mines, which work in this County and is said to
be directly inter-
ested in five mines in this county alone.
ht wae brought out in an investigation by the Inter-
state commerce Commission in 1909 that President
Winohell of the
Flsco owned large blocks of stock in the Dering
Coal Company. It
was also shown that the Dering Company was
controlled by the Chi-
cago, Rook Island, and Pacific railroad
interests. The Rock Island
^Railway Age Gazette, December, 1911, p. 1160
and 1293.
^Railiay Age Gazette, 1909, p. 118.
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owned 1,700.000 of the 15,000,000 stock and by a
voting trust
agreement controlled the company and was able to name a
majority
of the directors.
The Burlington Company admitted oming 27,000 acres of
coal lands in Illinois in 1909, but claimed it was
not operating
mines.
The writer was unable to find any direct interest
of the
Missouri, Pacific and Iron Mountain in Southern
Illinois coal,
iThe company buys large quantities of coal from the
mines of this
section, especially those of Williamson County. No
direct state-
ments were found as to its relation with any company,
but there
seemed to be a favorable leaning towards the Big
Muddy Coal Com-
pany which operates very extensively in Williamson
County.
^The Big 4 Company has interests in the Saline County
mines. The Oiaro, Vincennes, and Chicago Railroad
was acquired
by the Big 4 in 1890. Prior to this time this
road had never been
a paying institution. In 1904 this division was
known as one of
the weakest of the Big 4 system. It was a light
single track with
numerous heavy grades and curves and full of sags.
It was largely
dirt ballasted, and no rails were used heavier than 60
lbs. The
line did not contribute a paying traffic and no
money was spent to
improve it
,
Beginning with the development of the coal fields around
Harrisburg, this line acquired a new value , which value
was greatly
iThis Company buys coal from the Consolidated Coal Company,
a
Southern Illinois Corporation.
Railroad Gazette, October 27, 1905. p. 391,
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augmented by the purchase by the Vanderbilt interest
of an immense
tract of coal lands in this region. To take
advantage of the
traffic, a low grade line to Chicago was needed.
This was ob-
tained in conjunction with the Benton Harbor line, also a Vander-
bilt property, which was formerly a Chicago Belt Line,
but was
extended to Danville, Illinois, paralleling the Chicago
and East-
ern Illinois, and running most of the way on Indiana
territory.
The Cairo Division, north of Harrisburg, was entirely
rebuilt, grades and curves were reduced to a minimum,
and the
track was relaid with 80 to 90 lb, rails and ballasted
thruout.
New terminal facilities, as yards, shops, and roundhouses
were
provided at terminal points and the road was put in
shape to
handle the increase in traffic which was sure to come.
The O'Gara Coal Corporation is the leading coal company
of this region. It operated (in 1910) at least 16 mines
in
Saline County and its present holdings and operations
still equal
the number if they do not exceed it,
^At a hearing before the Interstate Commerce Commission
in 1910, Thos. J, O'Gara, President of the O'Gara
Company, stated
that G. J. Grommer, deceased Vice-President of the New
York Central,
and in charge of the traffic department, had reduced
the rate on
coal from the Williamson County field to Chicago from ^1,15
to
$1.00, but that this was done without discrimination to the
Saline
County mines, as it was merely to place them on parity with
com-
peting mines that enjoyed a dollar rate to Chicago.
^Railroad Gazette, February 15, 1910, p, 334.
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He also read the list of men who owned stock in the
0»Gara Company. He said that the O'Gara Company then owned 14
mines in Saline County. That these mines were practically all lo-
cated on the Big 4 lines and produced an average of 18,000 tons of
coal daily. The company according to his statement had outstand-
ing 15,000,000 of common stock and |l, 000, 000 of preferred stock
and $3,700,000 in bonds. The company was organized in 1906 and
5fo gold bonds were issued to the officials of the New York Central
in the following amounts:
c. Brown, President $62,500
w. c. Broarner, Chief Clerk to President
Brown 10,000
J. Corstenson, Vice-President 10,000
J. F. Deems, General Superintendent of
Motive Power 35,000
c. F, Daly, Vice-President 25, 000
E. F. Glenmon, General Attorney 87,000
G. J. Crommer, Late Vice-President 35,000
E. J. Henson, Former Chief Clerk to
President Brown 10,000
c. E. Shiff, Vice-President
Total
35,000
$279,500
The bonds were sold at 90 and interest had been paid
regularly. Mr, O'Gara also stated that considerable stock was
given as a bonus to railway officers who bought bonds.
It was also brought out by the testimony that other
railroad officers were stockholders in the O'Gara Company.
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The following statement is given to show the standing
and earnings of the O^Gaxa Coal Company for lSlO-11.
1910 1911
!{p O y Or X ) *xO\J ^^4 104 170
3.243,212 3.579,652
422,248 524, 518
57.714 155,946
479,962 680,464
144.791 401.182
335,171 279,282
51.361 104.667
1 283,810 174,615
Gross Eaxnings
Operating Expenses
Net Earnings
Other Income
Total Income
Fixed Charges
Balance
Depreciation
Surplus
Other Big 4 interests in Saline County are the Saline
Valley coal and railroad company. The Saline V&lley Railroad
Company was organized to extend from Harrisburg, Saline County,
1
to Marion, Williamson, County
.
The Big 4 owns the stocks and bonds of the railroad,
which is two miles in length and runs as far as the Saline Valley
Coal Company's mines, about two miles west of Harrisburg.
In 1912 a New York trust company purchased approximately
76,000 acres of coal lands in this region, making advance payments
of $150,000, the balance to be paid July 1, 1917, at which time
the trust company delivers the deeds to the New York Central Com-
pany.
^Thos. C. Hughes, Secretary of the Saline County Coal
Company, whose mines are situated on the "Big 4", stated that
President Brown of the New York Central owned ^91,000 of the bonds
^Poorfe Manual, 1915, p. 66.
%ailway Age Gazette, July, 1909, p. 118,
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of the Saline County Company; also that C. E. Shiff,
Vice-President
of the New York Central, owned honds to the amount of
|76,000.
Mr. Hughes is also Secretary of the Big Creek Coal Company
in
Williamson County, whose mines are located on the Burlington.
He
further stated that F. C. Rice, General Superintendent of
Transpor-
tation for the Burlington Lines, owned 100 shares in his
company.
^E. P. Higgins, Auditor of disbursements for the Big 4,
said that this road owned stock in the Chicago and
Harrishurg
Coal Company, which also operates mines in Saline County.
statement from W. K. Kanavaugh, President of the
southern Coal and Mining Company was made to the effect
that the
southern Railroad cut rates on coal (in 1909) from the Clinton
County mines to St. Louis from ^Zi to zU per ton in order to
help the independent coal operators. The rate was
subsequently
raised to ZZi per ton. The evidence indicated that
prior to 1906,
Coal companies that were more or less closely connected
with rail-
roads were able to mine and market coal at a lower
price than in-
dependent companies. Mr. Kanavaugh also stated that the
officers
of the Southern Railway Company were no longer interested
in the
Southern Coal and Mining Company, but did not deny former
relations,
^E. H, Conrades, President and General Manager of the St.
Louis
Troy and Eastern, a coal road, testified that the Donk Bros.
Coal
and Coke Company is the same as that of the St. Louis, Troy
and
^Railroad Age Gazette, July 1909, p. 161.
Sjbid, p. 161.
^Railroad Age Gazette, July, 1909, p. 118.
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Eastern Railroad Company, and that both are owned by the Merchant
and Manufactures Investment Company, a holding company. These
mines are located in and near the St. Clair County district.
Plans for the Development of Railroad and Coal Interests .
The aplans for future development and for furthering
present schemes of the railroad and coal interests of Southern
Illinois are at least encouraging.
Railroad interests in Southern Illinois were greatly ef-
fected by the change of transfer point on the Missouri side of the
river for southern points from Birds point opposite Cairo to
Grays Point about half way (75 miles) between St. Louis and Cairo.
The main roads on the Illinois side began to make arrangements to
also use this point as a transfer. The Illinois Central, Frisco,
and Iron Mountain found this to be a more direct route to the
southwest, while the Missouri Pacific thought it a shorter and more
desirable route from the southwestern points to Chicago.
The outcome of this movement was the building of the
Thebes Bridge by the Missouri and Illinois Bridge Company, the
stock being equally owned by the Missouri Pacific, Iron Mountain,
Illinois Central, St. Louis suid San Francisco (Frisco) and the
Chicago and Eastern Illinois.
4he Chicago and Eastern Illinois was extended to Thebes
by the purchase in 1897 of the Chicago, Paducah and Memphis rail-
road and the unfinished Eastern Illinois and Missouri River from
S>oor'3 Manual, Report of Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad,
1901, p. 196.
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Marion to Thebes in 1899. The next year a branch was built from
Cypress in Union County to Joppa on the Ohio River not far from
Metropolis, in Pope County.
^The purchase of the Chicago and Eastern Illinois in
1902 by the Frisco was another "^kp in Southern Illinois railroad
development. The Chicago and Eastern Illinois Company do not am
any stock in the St. Louis Terminal Transfer Company. They use
the Thebes bridge for their southwestern traffic. The line from
Shelbyville or Findlay thru Mt. Vernon and Marion, not only gave
this road an outlet from the coal fields of Southern Illinois,
but with the other purchases mentioned above, a connection with
the Missouri Pacific and its southwestern lines as well as the
southwestern Frisco interests. The Illinois Central also acquired
thru advantages over these southwestern roads by the building of
the Thebes connections.
President Winchell, on announcing the union of the Rock
Island, Frisco interests, stated in relation of the coal fields to
the Chicago and Eastern Illinois:
"We have on the Frisco system coal at seven or eight
points. Our most important source is Green and Sullivan County,
Illinois. It is coal from these two counties that will be carried
to the northwest. We believe that with several hundred miles in
our favor, we should be able to make the tonnage pretty heavy.
Previous to the purchase of the Frisco by the Rock Island, there
"Slailroad Gazette, January 19, 1906, p. 50-51.
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was no trade in coal from this territory to the northwest. The
Hacking Valley grades hold the market today. By the purchase of
the Evansville and Terre Haute we reach a grade of coal that we
helieve will supersede the Hacking Valley grades up there. The
northwest is a great coal-consuming country. The cold weather
lasts long and there are great manufactures. The domestic supply
of coal is necessarily heavier than what is used for factories
and it is to this demand we shal cater above all others". Presi-
dent Winchell preceded to point out that the supply of coal always
seeks the nearest market and mentions the Chicago and Eastern Ill-
inois coal fields when the cut-off from St. Louis to Pana should
be completed by double tracking the Big 4 from that point to
St. Louis.
This statement is given in full in order- to partially
explain the Great Northern's interest in going into the Southern
Illinois Coal fields, and a discussion of their scheme for devel-
oping their interest and gaining their market in the northwest.
•"•In 1901 the Burlington becsime a part of the Great North-
ern or Hill system. In 1905 they be'iun considering the possibil-
ity of entering the Southern Illinois coal fields and building up
a large coal traffic from the mines nortlward to St. Paul and the
northwest where the winters are severe and the demand for fuel is
great. As has been stated most of the fuel supply for this
region
came from the Pennsylvania and other eastern fields by water
to
^Railroad Age Gazette, 1911. p. 900.

>tr Duluth. Any competition from Illinois coal would have to
under-
sell this eastern coal, and the problem of the Great Northern
interests was how to get the Illinois coal to the northern market
at a price low enought to uniersell the eastern coal.
After a study of the cost of production at the mines, it
was found that the highest rate possible to St, Paul was |3.10 per
ton, or 3.2 mills per ton mile. The distance from Herrin, Illi-
nois, to St. Paul being 648 miles. Such a rate could be made
possible only by operating full trains on a low grade line espec-
ially as the return movement would consist of empty cars.
At this time the Burlington came into St. Louis from
the north, thru Galesburg and Beardstown. St. Louis was the near-
est point to the coveted coal fields which was 85 miles distant.
The question for the Burlington was whether the road
could reduce grades and extend Into the coal fields at a cost
that would make it possible to have coal at the necessary low rate.
Careful surveys and estimates were made and it was decided to enter
upon such a venture. A maximum grade line of .3fo against north-
bound traffic and a .5f^ against southbound with compensation for
curvature was decided upon.
^The first move was the acquiring in 1903 of the Jack^
sonville and St. Louis Railroad extending from Jacksonville south-
east thru Litchfield to Centralia. This road was begun in 1871,
but did not reach Centralia until 1885. It had been constructed
"4lailroad Age Gazette, 1911, p. 900-3.
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as cheaply as possible, being aided largely by grants of right-of-
way and bonuses from the towns along the route.
This road had been bankrupt for several years and had
been allowed to ixm down so that it was in a very poor physical
condition. The track was laid with 56 lb, rails on poor ties with
dirt ballast. Going in a southeasterly direction, it ran across
the natural routes of traffic and developed but a small local
business. The only towns of any size that were reached were
Jacksonville, Litchfield, and Centralia, all highly competitive.
In 1903 and 1904 a connection was built with the north
line from Concord to Jacksonville, a distance of 13 miles. Sur-
veys were made to reduce the grade to the standard referred to,
and out of the 111 miles of old track from Jacksonville to
Centralia, 43 miles of new road bed and track were constructed
in making changes and reducing curves and grades. The old track
and road bed was completely overhauled, new rails of the 75 and
80 lb. class were used and gravel ballast thruout.
A new road was built from Centralia south to Herrin in.
1905, a distance of 53 miles. The road north of Beardstown was
also overhauled. Terminal facilities were instituted at various
places. A 700 car yard and shops were built at Centralia. The
yards at Beardstown and Savanna were also enlarged. This work
was done at a cost of ^10, 000,000 and was completed from Herrin
to Beardstovm by 1911. ^In 1910, however, this road was extended
further south to Metropolis on the Ohio River, and the first thru
^Railroad Age Gazette, February, 1912, p. 326
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service for the Great Northern has been inaugxirated to the south-
east in con motion with the Nashville, caiattanooga and St. Louis
Railway. This will eventually form one link of an important line
from the north to the gulf parts with the general development of
the Burlington Lines in that direction.
This proposed southern and southeastern development of
the Burlington or Great Northern, and the Chicago and Eastern
Illinois, with the already developed trade of the Illinois Cen-
tral in this territory, has led to the building of a bridge across
the Ohio at Metropolis. The bridge is being built by the Burling-
ton, Chicago and Eastern Illinois, Illinois Central, Louisville
and Nashville, and the Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis
Railroads.
The Illinois Central has been crossing the Ohio at
this point by ferry, into Paducah, in the operation of the St.
Louis, Paducah Division of this road.
This development seems to be more important to the Bur-
lington interests than any of the other roads named. Their pur-
pose being to develop a low grade road to the Southern Illinois
coal fields and the south from Billings, Montana, to the Ohio
River and by connection with the Louisville and Nashville and the
Chattanooga road to the southern gulf ports.
Recent developments in railroad circles indicate a prob-
ability of double tracking the line from Centralia to Herrin, and
Christopher in order to taXe care of the greatly increased coal
traffic, as many as 1000 cars of coal have gone over this track
in a single day and actual counts for several days recorded an
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average of over 700 cairs of coal daily.
The Illinois Central has kept pace with the other roads
in this new development. Being the first on the ground, they were
not slow to see the advantage and iintil the coming of the Burling-
ton was the principal coal road of the southwestern or Herrin
fields. They have lines running into Herrin, Zeigler, Johnson
City, and Marion, and are still getting their share of the coal
traffic. Mention has been made of the Thebes and Metropolis-
Paducah extensions.
One of the latest developments of the Illinois Central
is its determination to contest the Big 4's monopoly of the Saline
County coal traffic from Eldorado and Harrisburg, The old Bell-
ville and Eldorado, (a part of the old Cairo Short Line) line from
Duquoin to Eldorado, thru Christopher and Benton has become an
important coal road. The road was rebuilt as far as Benton several
years ago. Only in the last few years (1913-14) has the "Central-
seen fit to push its traffic into this field. The road has been
rebuilt to Eldorado and new yards have been constructed at this
place. Under Illinois Central influence and backing, the South-
ern Illinois, Heat, Light and Power Company have built an elec-
tric line from Eldorado to Carrier Mills, paralleling the Big 4
tracks and in direct competition with it for the passenger and
local freight traffic between the points of Carrier Mills, Harris-
burg and Eldorado and the smaller mining communities along the
line. The building of thi road was a relief to the business of
Harrisburg as the people felt that the Big 4 was not serving the
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people's interest of this section as well as they
should, and
was subordinating the lit. Carmel Cairo branch
for the Mt. Carmel
Evansville Branch and its southern interests thru
its Evansville
connections.
The Missouri Pacific has come into this coal
field by
the extension of the Iron Mountain system to the
coal centers.
^Instead of ferrying at Birds Point and Cairo as
formerly, after
the construction of the Thebes bridge they built
the Thebes and
Cairo Railroad, the Valley Junction and Thebes
from the East
St. Louis terminal to Thetes, and then an east
and west extension
to Herrin, Zeigler, and the coal fields.
Their entire system
from East St. Louis to the coal fields equals
about 170 miles of
track. The Thebes bridge gives this road
opportunity to develop
its coal trade in the southwest and the low
grade road to St.
Louis paralleling the Mississippi practically all
the way, re-
duces the cost of transportation of coal ,to a
minimum. Practically
all of the Missouri Pacific's freight for the
east side and
Chicago is sent over this route to avoid the freight
charges of
the St. Louis Terminal Transfer Company .
^The Vandalia Company absorbed in 1305 the
Indianapolis
and Terre Haute, and its leased line, the St.
Louis, Vandalia and
Terre Haute. About 1906. this company was absorbed
by the Pennsyl-
vania lines and became the connecting link of
that system with
St. Louis. The report for 1906 says:
Railway Gazette, February 18, 1902
^Ibid., Maxch 14, 1902.
Railway Age, January, 1903, p. 20.
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"The Vandalia furnishes the Pennsylvania Lines with
entrance into St. Louis and on that account can
always count on
a large and steady thru traffic. The local
lines of the system
are much less important, but as a whole the road
gets a fair
share of the local traffic in Illinois and Indiana.
The St. Louis,
vandalia and Terre Haute was in the hands of a receiver
in 1903,
not due to insolvency, but to suit of minority
stockholders. The
report for the same year of the Indianapolis and
Terre Haute, the
lessee of the Vandalia road, was being operated under
a receiver-
ship but could be returned to the company if the
stockholders so
desired. The Pennsylvania Company at this time owned
practically
all the securities of the Indianapolis road. The
activity of the
railroads in the coal traffic and the tonnage hauled by
each road
is given for 1903 in the table below. This does
not apply strictly
to Southern Illinois, but only the tonnages for
the roads operat-
ing in this part of the state are given.
Rank :
in the:
State:
Railroad
1 Illinois Central
2 Chicago and Eastern Illinois
5 Chicago, Burlington & Quincy
7 Baltimore & Ohio Southwestern
10 Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis
13 Southern Railroad Company
13 Vandalia Lines
14 Louisville & Nashville
15 Mobile and Ohio
31 St. Louis, Troy 4 Eastern
23 Jacksonville & St. Louis
39 Wabash, Chester & Western
30 Illinois Southern
Number cf
:
Counties : Tonnage
Served :
17 : 6336189
3 : 2538794
10 1800603
5 ! 1197478
7 : 848943
3 : 725000
: 659055
4 ; 668870
4 : 614325
1 : 239660
4 : 251971
1 : 37179
1 : 38904
^Illinois Coal Report, 1902, Table 24, p. 47.
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4he number of miitos and tonnage for each county
and the roads l^ich moved this coal
County and Railroads
Rank in: Total Tonnage
State
inBro-
duction
Tonnage Hauled
for County
and Railroad
Per Cent
Hauled
St. Clair
Illinois Central
L. & N.
Southern
Baltimore and Ohio, S.W.
M. & 0,
Williamson
Illinois Central
Chicago & Eastern Illinois
Madison
Vandal i
a
Illinois Central
Chicago, Peoria & St. Louis
Toledo, St. Louis & Western
Illinois Terminal
Wabash
Jackson
Illinois Central
M. & 0.
3 : 2206726 :
708047 : 38.09
607294 : 27,82
539052 :: 24.45
339052 :, 15.36
12700 . 58
4 1 1892624 I
: 1335772 : 70.58
: 556852 : 29.42
6 ! 1775470
: 626330 : 35.28
: 436814 : 24.6
: 395036 : 22.5
: 55469 : 3.12
: 17663 .98
: 4698 : .27
10 : 767105
: 612634 : 79.86
: 154471 : 20.14
^Illinois Coal Report, 1902, Table 23, p. 43.
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COAL REPORT 1902
County suid Railroaa
Rank in: Total Tonnage:
for County :
and Railroad :
Per Cent
Perry •
Illinois Central '
M. & 0. •
W. C. & W, •
13 : 663905
502435 :
128491 :
32979 :
75.68
19.35
4.97
Marion
*
Illinois Central s
Jacksonville & St, Louis :
C. B. & Q. after 1903 :
B. & 0, S.W.
;
14 : 659039 :
547938 :
103021 :
8100 ;
83.14
15.63
1.23
Clinton •
B. & 0.,S.W.
'
Southern
.
]
640308
• 480489 ;
: 159819 :
! 75.04
: 24.96
Randolph '
M. & 0.
Illinois Central
Illinois Southern
\ 20 '1 367470
:
259294
: 76689
: 31487
: 70.56
: 20.87
8.57
Saline
Big 4
: 23 i 189168
: 181968 : 100
viaxxa b in
Louisville & Nashville
i 36 i 2000
: 2000 : 100
Washington
Illinois Central
L. & N,
: 35 \ 17115
16000
• 1115
: 93.49
: 6.51
Jefferson
T S. TVT
! 1685
1585
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TOMAGE SHIPPED BY COUNTIES MD AMOUNT AND
PERCENT SHIPPED BY EACH ROAD
1910
County :Rank:
Number
:
of :
Mines:
Served:
Tonnage Total:
for Co\inty &:
Each Separate:
Railroad
Per Cent
Williamson J
Illinois Central :
C. & E. I. '
St. L. & Iron Mt. :
C. B. & Q. :
Coal Belt
j
1 :
18 :
9 :
14 :
7 :
5 :
5547358 :
1668637 :
1333688 :
1221839 :
923746 :
388493 :
30.08
24.02
22.03
Iff QCZ16 .65
6.64
Eldo, Marion & S.W. :
St. Clair :
St. Louis & 0* Fallon J
Illinois Central '
B. & 0. SW. :
L. & N.
'
Southern :
East St. L. Sz Electric
Vandali
a
St. Louis & Bell Electric
4 ]
2 i
: 2 !
; 20 ;
: 6 '
: 11
: 11
: 3
: 1
: 3
31958 :
3748869
792260 :
: 703215 :
: 441280
: 433184
: 426810
: 386001
: 349025
: 218044
.58
• 21.13
: 18.76
: 11.77
: 11.53
: 11.38
: 10.31
: 9.31
: 5.82
Madison
Litchfield and Madison
St. L. Troy and Eastern
Vandalia
C. & E. I.
Illinois Central
Wabash
Big 4
Illinois Terminal
Toledo, St. L. & Western
: 5
: 5
3
: 4
: 1
: 2
: 2
: 1
1
: I
! 3448814
: 872723
: 836944
: 580225
: 413062
: 334196
: 209937
: 190877
: 9269
: 691
: 25.31
: 24.27
: 16.82
: 12
: 6.69
: 6.09
5.53
: .37
.02
Illinois Coal Report, 1910, p. 94-99.
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TONNAGE BY COUNTIES AIJD TONNAGE HAULED BY RAILROADS
1910
Rank:
Number
:
of :
Mines :
Per Cent
Hauled
Saline •
Big 4
1
Illinois Central
J
6 :
16 :
4
3965018
2846104 :
718914 :
95,99
4.01
Franklin >
C. B. & Q.
C, & E. I.
'
Illinois Central :
St. Louis & Iron Mt . :
7 :
1 :
3 :
4 :
1988687 :
1041138 :
500603 :
342360 :
104686 :
52.35
25.18
17.21
5,36
Perry
Illinois Central '
M. & 0. i
W. C. & w. <
13 :
13 :
: 2
: 3
1135631 :
: 818700 :
262911
; 54020
33.04
: 33.15
\ 4 .76
Marion
Illinois Central
C. B. & 0.
B. & 0. SW
: 15
: 7
: 1
: 1
: 879960
: 783208
: 93618
: 3134
: 89.
: 10.64
: . 36
Clinton
B. & 0. SW
Southern
: 16
: 3
: 1
869572
: 589572
: 279466
: 67.84
: 32.16
Randolph
M. & 0.
Illinois Central
Illinois Southern
: 18
*; 3
: 5
: 3
! 795900
323695
: 269561
: 203644
: iO.67
: 33.87
: 25.46
Jackson
Illinois Central
M. & 0.
St. Louis & Iron Mt.
: 20
! 7
: 2
: 3
! 531710
: 369744
: 94322
: 67744
: 69,54
: 17,73
: 12.74
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COAL REPORT 1902
Total output for 40 counties of State 25,674,269 Tons
H n " 13 " " Southern Illinois 9,199,431
Percentage of total production for Southern Counties 30.5^
COAL DELIVERED TO ILLIHOIS RAILROADS AT MIKES 1910
Railroad :
Number of :
Counties :
Touched :
Number of :
Mines :
Served :
Tons Hauled
1. -IlliiDis Central i 21 : 110 : 7149016
2. The Bur line:ton s 13 : 53 : 3068298
3. Bis! 4 J 9 : 34 : 4286433
4. C. & E. I. J 6 :; 24 i 3779674
5. Wabash J; 9 :; 26 :: 2847402
6, Chicago & Alton 9 ;: 35 : 2076780
7, McCoupin Railroad i
i
^ I
3 : 1858787
8. Iron Mountain 1 3 • 19 : 1394269
9. B. & 0. S.W> ! 7 : 19 : 1254308
10, Vandal i
a
i 6 : 10 : 1362774
11. C. M. & St, Paul : 3 : 6 : . 963367
13, St. L. Troy & Eastern : 1 ! 3 : 836994
13. Southern : 3 : 13 ! 659135
14. M. & 0. : 3 ! 7 : 680738
Illinois Coal Report, 1910 - p. 93.
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TONNAGE BY COUNTIES AND AMOUNT
HAULED BY RAILROAD
ISIO
County J
Rank in:
Pro- :
duct ion:
Number
:
of :
Mines:
Tonnage "by :
County and :
Railroad :
Per Cent
Hauled
Bond •
Vandalia '
31 :
! 1 !
: 96830 :
: 96830 : 100
Gallatin
L. & N. .
'
: 34 '
: 3
\ 58139 :
: 58139 : 100
White
B. & S,W,
: 35
: 1
: 13310
: 12310 : 100
Jefferson
L. & N.
: 41
: 1
: 800
: 800 : 100

REPORT 1915
^RANK IN STATE OF COAL HAULING RAILROADS
Counties:
Touched :
Mines :
Served:
Total Tons :
Hauled :
Per Cent
1, C. B. & Q« : 11 : 53 : 6804143 : 16.41
3. Illinois Central i 30 : 73 : 67204.17 : 16.21
3. Big 4 1 9 : 30 : 5736681 : 13.81
4. C. & E. I. :: 7 : 35 :
/I OOTO C3 « ±£> . OO
5. Wabash : n7 : 17 :
6. St. Louis & Iron Mt. i 3 : 24 : > no
7. C. & A. : 8 ; 25 ; T OCT
Q*7 "J <> OP
8. Ch. & 111. Midland : 2 :: 3 : > d . r ±
9. B. & 0. SW. : 7 : 16 : llibUUo » O AO
10. St. Louis Troy &ELStern : 1 : 3 : 1035900 \ 3.47
11. C. M. & St. Paul : 3 : 6 : 1002405 : 3.43
13. Vandalia : 4 i 6 ': 743309 : 1.79
14. M. & 0. : 4 : 6 : 694163 : 1.67
15.(17) Southern : 2 : 3 : 483311 : 1.16
16.(33) L. & N, : 5 : 14 ! 298473 : .73
^Illinois Coal Report, 1915 f p • 63
.
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^TONNAGE 1915 - SHIPPED BY COUITTIES MD AMOUNT AND
TONNAGE SHIPPED BY EACH RAILROAD
Rsink in :
Pro- :
duction :
Number
:
of :
Mines
Touched:
by each
Road :
Total :
Tonnage in :
County and
Shipped by :
Each Road :
Per Cent
Shipped
by
Each Road
Franklin •
C. B. & Q. J
C. & E. I. !
Illinois Central :
St. Louis & Iron Mt. . :
1 :
14 :
8 :
6 :
5 :
6390070 :
3834089 :
1356676 :
958951 :
350354 :
59.84
19.67
15.01
R Aft
Williamson :
St. I. M. & S. :
Illinois Central ;
C. B. & Q. J
C. & I. !
3 :
17 :
. 16 :
10 :
; 5 :
5414020 :
1873448 :
1708393 ;
1033538 !
799653 :
.
34.6
: 31.55
: 19.08
1 A 77
Saline '
Big 4
L « cc IM • •
: 3 :
: 14 :
: 1
3739743
: 3730353
: 9139
: 99.75
Madison
St. L., Troy & Western
Litchfield & Madison
Big 4
C. & E. I.
Yandalia
Illinois Traction System
Wabash
: 5
: 3
: 3
: 1
: 1
3
: 1
: 3
! 3939748
: 1035900
: 704795
: 480354
: 320341
: 377949
: 63648
: 57861
: 35.02
: 24.05
: 16.4
: 10.93
: 9.49
: 2.13
: 1.97
^Illinois Coal Report, 1915 , p. 63-66.

TONNAGE 1915 - BY C0UI7TIES AND TONNAGE AND PERCENT
HAULED BY EACH ROAD & COUNTY
County :
Rank in :
Pro- :
duct ion :
Number
:
of :
Mines:
Served:
Tonneige for :
Each Railroad;
Per Cent
Hauled
St. Clair :
St. L. & O'Fallon :
Illinois Central :
Vandalia J
B. & 0. SW. :
L. & N. :
St. L. & Bell Elec. :
Southern :
M. & 0. :
East St. L. & Suburban ;
6 :
10 :
1 :
4 :
9 :
2 :
4 :
1 :
1 :
2847807 :
481686 :
406760 :
366036 :
227836 :
164641 :
looObb :
79840 :
46754 :
24-97
16.82
16.35
14,7
9,15
6.62
3,21
: 1.88
Perry
Illinois Central :
M. & 0. :
Illinois Southern
W. C & w.
9 :
: 7 ;
: 1 ;
: 1 '
: 2
*1 t^CA COO <
: 1472252
: 139562
: 32991 :
\ 19783
; 88.45
; 8.38
; 1.98
: 1.19
Clinton
B. & 0. SW
Southern
! 14
: 3
: 1
\ 901047
: 457794
: 443253
: 50.80
: 49.20
Randolph
M. & 0.
Illinois Central
Illinois Southern
: 16
: 3
: 3
1
\ 782178
: 417924
: 299962
: 64292
: 54.43
: 38.35
: 8.22
Max ion
Illinois Central
C. B. & Q.
E. & 0. SW
: 17
: 3
1
: 1
i 718975
587539
98735
: 32701
: 81.72
: 13.73
: 4.53
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TONNAGE BY COUM-IES AND TONNAGE AND PERCENT
HAULED BY EACH RAILROAD
Rank in :
Pro- :
duct ion :
Number
:
of :
Mines:
Served:
Tonnage of :
County and :
for Each
Railroad
Per Cent
Hauled
Jackson •
Illinois Central :
St. L. & Iron Mt. & S. :
30 :
3 :
.
3 :
: 1 :
485333 :
3S6398 :
61988 J
56857 \
75.51
13.78
.
11.71
Washington '
Illinois Central J
C. B. & 0. •
L. & N.
36 :
1
: 1
i I
\ 150350
: 100403
: 47810
: 2137
\ 66.7
: 31.8
: 1.42
White
B, & 0, SW
Big 4
! 33
1
: 1
1 12697
: 11553
: 1144
: 90.99
: 9.01
Jefferson
C • & E* I
•
L. & N.
: 35
: 1
: 1
: S705
: 8905
: 800
*: 9.2
: 8.
Illinois Coal Report - 1915. p. 63-66.
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A comparison of the above tables of 1903, 1910 and 1915
respectively of the tonnage of coal shipped in each county and
number of tons shipped from each and the road hauling the largest
percentage of the production, will show a change in the roads
hauling the largest tonnage as. well as a shifting in the counties
in rank of production.
Even in the 1910 report the Illinois Central was the
leading road in hauling coal in the entire state as well as in
this section.
The report of 1915 shows the Illinois Central in second
place in both the state haulage and in southern Illinois. This
can only be accounted for by the development and the enormous
output of the Burlington mines in Franklin and Williamson Counties
The Illinois Central has the advantage of touching 17 of the coal
counties while the Burlington touches only 11.
In 1902 the greatest haulage of the Chicago and Eastern
Illinois was in Vermillion County. ^The Illinois Central Coal
tonnage was 24/^ of its total freight tonnage for the year. Twenty-
two per cent of this coal tonnage came from Williajnson County
(1902). The tables for 1910 and 1915 show the importance of the
B\irlington, Chicago and Eastern Illinois and Iron Mountain as
Southern Illinois coal roads. In 1915 the Burlington led all the
roads in hauling coal, with Franklin County first in production.
The reports also show how comparatively little coal is
hauled from this section over other roads as the Louisville and
Nashville, Baltimore and Ohio, S.W. and to a certain degree the
Illinois Coal Report, 1902. p. 42.
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Southern.
In 1915 the nine important railroads of this section
hauled 22,016,298 tons of coal. The Burlington, Illinois Central,
Big 4 (Cairo Division) Chicago and Eastern Illinois, and Iron
Mo\intain hauled 19,615,323 tons of coal. The total number of
tons shipped for the state in 1915 was 44,461,218 tons. 33,016,298
tons came from districts 7, 8, 9, & 10 in the Southern Illinois
field, totaling more than 50fo of the total output for the states
for 1915.
The development of the coal fields of this section has
"been very rapid. A few general and specific comparisons will be
given for the state and counties in addition to those already
given for the railroads.
The production of coal from 1840 to, 1902 with number of
mines in the state and number of men working and tonnage of coal
produced is given in the following table:
COAL PRODUCTION IN ILLINOIS 1840 to 1915
Year Number of
Mines
Nmber of
Men Worlced
Tonnage
1840
1850
1860
1870
1880
1885
1890
1895
1900
1902
1909
1914
1915
322
590
778
936
874
920
915
886
796
779
153
1049
6301
16301
25946
28574
38630
39384
46005
72733
80035
75607
16968
300000
368000
2624163
6089514
11834459
15274727
17735864
25155935
30021300
50904629
60715995
57601694
Illinois Coal Reports, 1885. 1902, 1909, 1915,
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In 1870 the pproduction of coal for this section was as
follows:
County • 1 on
St. Clair f «3C50
Perry
Madison
Gallatin
Williamson 14600
Randolph 11000
Clinton 9000
Jackson 2623
Total 1199733
Total for state for 1870 was 2,624,163, or about 45f. for
Southern Illinois. It will be noted that the larger proportion
of
this output came from the counties lying nearest St. Louis.
We
quote from report for 1885 the tonnage^ mined and average
price
for which it was sold per ton, and number of men employed.
County
Number
of
Mines
Number
of Men
Employed
Tons
Produced
Percentage
Price of Coal
Bond
Madison
Clinton
Jackson
Marion
Perry
Randolph
Saline
St. Clair
Washington
Williamson
2
28
2
7
2
14
10
9
75
3
4
20
700
100
375
225
500
100
242
1375
210
110
Two
601816
59442
175286
130101
259375
61124
110396
1202549
47522
76208
;i.io
.83
.99
1.16
,98
.97
.91
1.17
.79
.87
1.00
Total 154 3957 2750829
^Bulletin No. 13, Coal Mining in Illinois, p. 40.
2lllinoi8 Coal Report, 1885.
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^COiSL PRODUCTION FOR 1900
County
Bond
Clinton
Madison
Marion
St . Clair
Gallatin
Jackson
Johnson
Perry
Randolph
Washington
Williamson
Saline
Number
of
Mines
Number
of Men
Employed
1 : 236 : 153204
6 : 643 : 535601
26 : 1561 : 1441650
6 : 986 •: 830814
63 : 2465 ; 2253883
12 : 64 : 13808
28 : 1165 : 833311
5 : 27 : 7063
22 : 1068 : 680653
12 : 556 : 447430
2 : 76 49259
26 : 1440 : 1133607
16 222 : 148060
Total Tone
Produced
Value
at Mines
.817
.71
.745
.75
.71
.625
.958
.84
.674
.754
.70
.68
.70
It is noticeable that Franklin County does
not appear in
this report, also that the output of Saline
County is only about
1/25 of what it was in 1915.
^Illinois Coal Report, 1900, p. 21-22.
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REPORT FOR 1903
St. Clair OtJ f Owww
Madison
Williamson O WwwO
Jackson Owwww 1
Perry 1
1
OXO
A
Marion
Clinton
Randolph
700702
r o u> 1 wo
Bond 100740
Saline 223106
Jefferson 17418
Washington 32980
Gallatin 38524
Mined for Local Trade Only
Hamilton
Johnson ^^^^
Wat>ash ^^2°
The total number of tons shipped for
year 1902
4,307,195; for local use, 71305, total
4,378,500 tons.
^Illinois Coal Report, 1902, Table 18, p.
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^PORT FOR 1907-1909, GIVING RANK IN PRODUCTION IN COAL
FOR EACH YEAR (Number of rank opposite figures)
1909 1907
Williamson (1) 5670474 (1) 5697944
(4) 3891697 (3) 4511879
Madison (5) 3366820 (5) 3927721
Saline (6) 2543257 (7) 2247842
Franklin (8) 2187383 (14) 1306966
Perry (10) 1576891 (10) 1784469
Marion (17) 1185533
Counties producing less than one million tons are not
included in the above tabulation. The production was lessened
by
the financial depression of 1907-08. Production for the
entire
.
state fell off 4,000,000 tons from that of the preceding
year.
We here insert a comparison of 17 counties in the state
from ;898 to 1902 inclusive. Only those counties are given
which
produced over 500,000 tons in 1902.
"""Illinois Coal Report, 1902, Table 17, p. 32.
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^COAL REPORT FOR 1910
Rank ': County :
Number
:
of :
Mines a
number
:
of Men:
inpiLoyed:
Tons Produced
(1) 1Williamson : 55 : 7760 : 5908544
(2) St. Clair : 72 : 5435 : 4184555
(3) Madison : 16 : 4182 : 3547452
(4) Franklin
' 10 : 2630 : 2071143
(5) Saline : 28 : 4110 : 3062098
Randolph : 14 : 903 : 846969
(6) Perry • 23 : 2383 :
1390436
Jackson :: 21 :i 1199 : 655385
(7) Marion : 7 : 903 i 10652S8
(8) Clinton : 4 : 1133 : 1000935
Gallatin : 9 : 154 ! 76692
umite : 1 \ 46 1 23780
Jefferson : 2 : 37 i 8517
Bond : I : 149 i 103537
Washington : 3 : 105 24872
Johnson : 3 : 9 i 1084
Total 24146935
Total State Tonnage 48077855
Total Percent of PrcductiLon 50.4
Mr. ROSS adds to the report of 1910 that there is a
great
overdevelopment of capital in the coal mines, causing a
low price
of labor and coal, fewer days work in year, much
hard feeling be
' operators and employers. . —
T tween coal ^^-t
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'OUTPUT OF SOME OF THE BIGGEST MINES IN SOUTHERN ILLINOIS, 1909
Coal Company Location
Niimber
of Mines
Working
Tons Produced
1 Big Muddy Coal & Iron Co
2 Sunnyside Coal Co.
3 Big Muddy Coal & Iron Co.
4 Chicago & Carterville "A"
5 Johnson City Coal Co.
6 Brazil Block Coal Co.
7 Ogara Coal Co, #9
8 St. Louis & Ofallon Coal Co.
9 United Coal Co. #3
10 Ogara Coal Co. #3
11 Peabody Coal Co.
13 Centralia Coal Co. #3
13 Zeigler Colleries
14 Ogara Coal Co. #1
15 Benton Coal Co.
16 Saline County Coal Co.#3
17 Centralia Coal Co. #4
18 Ogara Coal Co. #4
19 Carterville Coal Co.
30 Ziegler Coal Co.
31 Ogara Coal Co. #16
33 Spring Valley Coal Co.
33 Harrisburg Big Muddy
Coal Co. #14
34 Hart Williams Coal Co.
35 Southern Coal Mining Co.
36 Donk Bros. Coal & Coke Co,#3
37 St. Louis & Offallen Co.
38 Williamson County Coal Co.
39 St. Louis & Carterville
Coal Co.
30 Southern Illinois Coal Co.
31 Hofer Washed Coal Co.
33 Chicago Carterville Cc^B"
33 Duquoin Operating Co. #1
Clifford
Her r in
n
Johnson Cy
n n
W. Frankfort
Harrisburg
E.St .Louis
Christopher
Harrisburg
Marion
Centralia
Christopher
Eldorado
Benton
Harrisburg
Centralia
Harrisburg
Carterville
Zeigler
Eldorado
Spring Valley
Ledford
Benton
Bellville #8
Troy
E. St. Louis
Johnson Cy.
Herrin
Johnson Cy.
Carterville
Herrin
Duquoin
289
414
421
413
360
340
432
513
356
386
347
335
328
401
340
395
296
380
388
413
313
655
317
314
340
366
370
159
315
331
147
184
349
513176
479921
458575
455469
412503
410566
409049
407049
399064
374938
350440
318940
289661
289485
283133
274916
273431
249398
248631
235586
234131
232579
193614
188488
187229
181792
179887
175717
168429
157366
153143
151994
143999
Fuel, 1910-11, p. 569-70, p. 490-493.
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Coal Company Location
Number
of
Mines
Working
Tons Produced
34 Big Muddy Coal Co.
35 Odin Coal Co.
36 Spring Valle Coal Co. #4
37 Saline County Coal Co. #
38 Centralia Coal Co. #3
39 Superior Coal Co.
40 Wasson Coal Co. #1
41 Ogara Coal Co. #11
42: Southern Illinois Coal Co.
43 Harrisburg & Southern Coal
Co.
44 Donally Kolnick Co.
45 Big Muddy Carterville
46 Mining Co.
47 Ogara Coal Co. #7
48 Big Muddy Coal & Iron Co.
Herrin
Odin
Spring "^fe-lley
Harrisburg
Centralia
Bellville
Harrisburg
Eldorado
Herrin
Eldorado
Carterville
Prew
Harrisburg
Murphysboro
216 : 143635
234 : 141763
510 : 138855
188 : 137215
236 : 135461
128 :: 135073
223 : 122498
219 : 118886
177 : 115696
122 ! 110947
150 : 110560
124 i 110000
215 104723
200 : 101976
This table was gleaned from a report of the 180 mines in
Illinois producing more than 100,000 tons annually. To the
writer's knowledge fifty of these mines were in the Southern
Illinois field. ^From a like report for 1911-12, 177 mines, produc-
ing from 633,348 to 100,029 tons annually working from 90 to
700
men. 71 of these were in the Southern Illinois field.
^Fuel, 1911-12, p. 569-70, p. 490-492.

'SUMMARY OF COST AND REVENUE OF HANDLING COAL FOR 1910
Railroad : Ton Miles :
Coal :
Revenue
:
Rate per:
Ton Mile:
Mills :
«
«
OperatH
ing Cost:
Cost per
Ton Mile
Mills
Illinois Central
C. &. E. I.
C. & A.
C.C.C. & St. L &
Big 4 Cairo Div. •
•1031333143
: 833088147-
: 533938935
: 434874618
:f :
:3574316:
: 3993638
: 1905886
: 1393588
; 3.5
: 3.593
: 3,44
• 3.483
:
13881732'
: 3073149
: 1383384
: 839135
: 3.883
: 3.488
: 3.317
• 1.95
%IEP0RT FOR 1903
County
1 Williamson
2 Fraiklin
3 St. Clair
4 Saline
5 Madison
6 Perry
7 Max ion
8 Jackson
9 Randolph
10 Bond
11 Jefferson
13 Gallatin
13 White
Total
Total for State
Per cent for Southern
Illinois
Tons Produced
7685189
5233536
4637333
4498213
3832952
1634314
1888551
703985
99983
31999
35619
68139
19346
Men Working
9153
5314
5573
3408
4477
3225
1446
1061
1087
293
76
132
59
36324
^Railroad Gazette, December, 1910
^Coal Report, 1913, p. 67-68.

The ten highest counties in the production of coal for
1913, were:
*1, Williamson 7685189 tons
2, Sangamon 5704942 n
*3. Franklin 5232526 n
4. McCoup in 5202014 n
*5. St. Clair 4637552 n
6, Saline 4498213 n
*7. Madison 3832952 II
8. Vermillion 3334623 II
9. Fulton 2397374 n
10. Montgomery 2418329 11
*Southern Illinois District.
^RICE PAID WORKMEN FOR MINING COAL AT MllffiS
Year Hand Mined : Machine Mined
1901 : ^.564 : $.412
1902 : .564 : .395
1903 : .57 : .434
1904 : .593 ;: .466
1905 J .578 : .443
1906 ! .57 :: .442
1907 \! .592 ;: .479
1908 :: .593 : .467
1909 :; .593 : .466
1910 !! .597 ; .462
1911 : .627 : .494
1912 : .636 : .496
1913 : .654 : .521
1914 I .657 : .524
1915 : .666 : .745
^Illinois Coal Report, 1913, p^ 81-82
^Ibid. Coal Report, 1915, p. 68.

TOTAL PRODUCTION, 1915
1. Franklin
2
«
Wii J-iamson 7181985 tt
o • 3fl30442 n
MaCLxaUIi 3386919 n
5* oT* » uxair 2487807 II
aO • 1664588 n
7 V X J. 11 u wU 901047 n
Qo • T) o TO /"I /^ Tn.ouiU.O Xpxi 782178
n
Q 718975 n
1 o CLV.«J^, o Vil 485223 n
xX • Wq qVi a yi o" + »^tiWaSlli.U^ liUli 150350 H
X<3 • urclX XA w XU 58513 n
13. Bond CO A n
14. White 12697 n
15. Jefferson 9705 n
Total 31276827
Total output for state 37601694
Per cent for Southern Illinois 55^
Owing to the depression in business during 1913-14, there
was a falling off of the total production of coal in 1915 over the
two preceding years for the entire state.
Illinois Coal Report 1915, p. 66.
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^GROUPS OF MINES AND MEN AND TONS INTO THREE CLASSES
BY DISTRICTS - ALL MINES
District
Less than
50,000 tons
: 50,000 tons :
:and less than :
: 100.000 :
100,000 tons
and over
Eighth
;
Ninth
Tenth
Eleventh
Twelfth
• •
Mines-* Men! Tons
k • • *
\lfmm':Uen': Tons :
• •
jane^ Men*: Tons
le ; 338: 128960: 3:292:711349:
: 34 :872:407554: 12 0195:925309
: 30 : 465: 176382: 6:940:408908
: 30 : 389: 219704: 2:519:154260
: 24 :813: 64676: 3:214:225857
• • »
•
• • • .
•
15; 5841: 5352943
: 6:1883:1679830
: 12:3602:3564324
; 28:11347:10921537
: 23:7625:6929234
• • •
• • •
N"umber of mines in above table
»» " men working
Tons of coal produced
243
36723
31276827
Recapitulation of Coal Report for 1915
Total number of tons produced in state 57601694
If It n " " in Southern 111. 312766827
Per cent of output for Southern Illinois
Total n\imber of men employed in mining coal
in the state
Total number in Southern Illinois
Per cent of Men in eiaployed in
Southern Illinois
Total number of producing mines in state
.55
75608
36723
41
779
243
It II n M n n
Southern Illinois
, „
.
Percent of producing mines in Southern Illinois
Total number of mines in state producing
100,000 tons and over 169
Total number of mines in Southern Illinois
producing 100,000 tons stnd over 84
Illinois Coal Report, 1915, p. 67.
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Thus it is evident that the statement that the coal
mining interest is second only to agriculture in
Illinois is not
very far over stated. This industry employed 80,000
men in 1914
and produced 60 million tons of coal worth 70
millions of dollars.
If not the second industry in importance, its
economic status can
not be overestimated and therein lies the
importance of Southern
Illinois as an economic asset to the state. This
can be more
readily seen when we measure the output of Illinois
against that
of the world for 1914. The world's output for
this year was
1 450 million tons. The United States produced 40f..
The State
of Illinois produced more than 4f. of the world's
product ion. for
this year. Illinois ranked third in the production
of coal,
Pennsylvania being first and West Virginia second.
Ap;ri culture from 1900 to 1915 ,
southern Illinois puts forth no claims for agricultural
prowess. It can not be ccmpaxed to the central and
northern sec-
tions in the production of farm crops, especially
corn and oats.
It is, however, safe to say ttot this section
raises enough of
the staple agricultural products to supply home
demand for ordi-
nary purposes.
Wheat and hay make the best showing in comparison
with
other sections of the state. Hay is a staple
crop in the majority
of the counties in this section and White,
Gallatin and Wabash
lead in wheat in the eastern part and Madison
and Randolph adjoin-
ing counties in the western part.
This section has also developed a dairy interest
of no
small extent in Madison and Bond Counties.
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The growing of fruit does not seem to be as prosperous
as in the days of the nineties. Whether or not the development of
the coal industry has affected this industry or what has caused
its apparent falling cff the writer is not able to determine
definitely. Two possibilities are offered, however. One is the
scarcity of labor to do the work which is seasonal and the other
is the possibility of the market changes, Chicago and St. Louis
finding a source of supplies nearer home. At any rate it is not
as profitable as formerly and many persons formerly engaged in
the business have quit and are pursuing other occupations.
The lumber industry of Southern Illinois is no longer
an industry to be considered. All the timber left at present
has been "culled" and is of an inferior quality. Railroad re-
ports of freight show more lumber shipped in than out. Lumber is
shipped in by those railroads shipping coal to the southwest or
northwest near the source cf the lumber supply as return cars at
low freight rates to lower the cost of the dead hauls of empty
coal cars.
Population 1900-1915 .
The population of this section is increasing in some
communities while in others it remains static or is less than it
was either ten or twenty years ago. The counties containing the
mining communities have greatly increased in population. Most of
them show double the niimber of twenty years (1890) ago, while a
few of the most prosperous have increased three times the popula-
tion of the census of 1890. Other counties like those containing
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the agricultural coimnunities, have slightly increased or prac-
tically remained stationary. Those counties that show a decrease
seem to show more of a shifting of population rathern than an
actual decrease. They have shifted to the more industrial
centers where business is better and better wages and industry
make it possible for better living conditions.
The Industrial Cities .
The cities opposite St. Louis have been properly char-
acterized as ^"the Satellite Cities" of St. Louis. It is a well-
known fact that St. Louis is the center of the industrial and
commercial life of Southern Illinois. The importance of this
city to the development of Southern Illinois has been referred
to in former chapters of this thesis. An attempt will be made
in this chapter to point out some of the present conditions.
St. Louis is the greatest market for Southern Illi-
nois' most staple product; namely, that of coal. The fact that
this city is a great coal market and consumer of coal indicates
that it is an industrial and manufacturing center. It has also
become a great commercial center. The buying and selling facil-
ities of this city are well developed. Shipping facilities of
St. Louis make the city a great distributing center. Many eastern
manufacturers have recognized this and have established branch
houses as distributing points and in many cases these branch
houses are beating the main offices in business. Some recent
^Survey, February 1, 1913, p. 583. G. Taylor, "Satellite Cities".
^Published St. Louis Star, March 1, 1916.
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studies made by schools of that city put forth some big claims for
St. Louis as a manufacturing and commercial city.
St. Louis ranks fourth city in United States in popula-
tion and in volume of manufactures. It is a great jobbing center
and is the natural gateway to the southwest. Its central loca-
tion and numerous railroads radiating in all directions, enabling
the quick delivery of goods makes it the great shipping point that
it is.
The city now leads in several industries. The shoe,
dry goods, and millinery business have almost reached first rank.
The largest carpet house in the world is claimed for St. Louis.
Other world-size industries claimed for this city are: the whole-
sale shipping station, wooden ware, inlajid coffee market and
stove market and manufactures.
First rank United States industries are the brewery
business, white lead manufactures, and f\ir market. Many other
industries rank very high. It is evident that St. Louis is the
commercial center of this section of our country, and Southern Ill-
inois is almost wholly within the circle of its influence.
4he growth of St. Louis is noted to partially explain
the growth of industry and business on the east side of the
River. These cities are East St. Louis, Granite City, Madison,
Venice, and we might include Edwardsville
.
These cities sire not an overflow of St. Louis, but have
developed along with the modern tendency to utilize the outer
Survey, February 1, 1913, p. 583, G. Taylor "Satellite Cities".
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edge of the city limits where land is cheaper and more room for
development. Other factors than these have entered into making
these towns better locations than in St. Louis.
Until very recently St. Louis has been reluctant to
adaiit that the east side had any advantage over the City of St.
Louis, and business men would have rather shifted a business to
Kansas City than to East St. Louis. This jealousy has somewhat
subsided and the Business Men's League, composed of men of both
sides, seek to point out the advantages of the east side towns as
well as those in St. Louis proper.
The peculiar advantages of the east side towns are:
1. Cheap fuel.
While the coal fields are only from
10 to 100 miles away, a uniform rate (in 1912)
of 52^ per ton to St. Louis, and only 33^ to
east side points is charged on coal.
2. Water rates are cheaper on the east side.
3. Difference in laws.
(a) No smoke ordinance
(b) Difference in workman's laws
5. Proximity to labor supply in St. Louis
working districts within street car distance of
the east side plants.
6. Cheap lands within 25 miles of the busi-
ness districts - East side tracts cost about half
as much as land in St. Louis.
The east side now boasts of many great industries.
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The National Enameling and Stamping
4-000 mpn
3400
2100
Corn Products Refining Company 1000
j
Swift & Company, Meat Packing Company
i
The general growth of these cities is indicated by the
following table:
Estimates
' 1890 1900 1910 1913 1915
East St. Louis 15169 39655 58547 70000 80000
Granite City 3132 9903 13000
Madison 1979 5046
Venice 3450 3718
CAPITAL EMPLOYED IN EAST ST. LOUIS'^ 1910 EXPRESSED IN THOUSANDS
1894 1904 1909
5448 13894 31398
^alue for same years of manufactured goods
1 6341 10586 18338
^United States Census, 1910.
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The arbitrary rate on coal is part and parcel of the
one great civic issue of St. Louis. The Terminal Railroad As-
sociation comprising most of the railroads which enter the city,
controls all the lines and ferries across the river, including
the Belt lines serving both sides.
The Terminal Association contends that costly bridges
warrant the high freight toll across the river and that a flat
rate of ZO^ per ton is better for the city as a whole than a
mileage rate to points of delivery in St. Louis.
Attempts to alleviate this condition led to the con-
struction of the Merchant's Bridge in 1889. In a few years this
bridge passed into the hands of the Terminal Association.
A second attempt was made to relieve the situation
when the McKinley interests crossed the river into St. Louis.
In 1913 this company filed a rate and asked the Municipal
Assembly for for a franchise to connect with the belt line of
the Terminal Association. Public sentiment opposed such a move-
ment unless an agreement should be made to abolish the arbitrary
entirely so as to bring the rate to a 33^ basis. The McKinley
interests refused to grant such a rate.
A third attempt was made and this time the city pro-
posed to build a free municipal bridge at a cost, including the
approaches on each side, of over six million dollars. The bridge
itself has been completed for some time, but complications with
the Terminal Association over the East side approach led to the de-i
i
lay of the comxpletion of the bridge. The East side approach is
now being finished (1916). It is hoped that this will give
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St. Louis the same freight rate as East St. Louis, especially on
coal.
Many attempts have been made to relieve the situation
thru the courts. In 1903 Secretary Root gave notice to the
Merchant's Bridge Company, to show cause within 30 days why this
bridge should not be seized by the United States Government for
violating its charter. The charter stated that this bridge was
not to be controlled by the owners of the Eads Bridge. The
complaint stated that the bridge had passed into the hands of
the Terminal Company, which controlled the Eads Bridge. Suit
was brought in the Supreme Court of Missouri to annul the charter
of the Terminal Railroad Company of St. Louis, Union Railway and
Transit Company of St. Louis, St. Louis Merchant's Bridge Com-
pany of St. Louis and the Wiggins Ferry Company. The charge
was that the Terminal Association controlled the two bridges in
violation of the statute prohibiting the control of parallel
tracks. The city was not successful in its suit or at least
the old charges continued to be administered.
Outside these cities ;just mentioned Southern Illinois
can not be said to be much of an industrial center. The towns
of Bellville and Cairo gave promise twenty to thirty years ago
of becoming; industrial centers, but have settled down to a few
special industries. The census reports show little increase.
Value of manufactured articles expressed in thousands.
1899 1904 1909
^Bellville 2875 4357 4615
Cairo 3147 4381 4440
^United States Census Report, 1890.
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Alton shows a better growth in this line than the other
two cities mentioned. The same report gives the value
of manu-
factxired articles
(Expressed in Thousands)
1899 1904 1909
Alton 4250 8697 10096
Alton shows the biggest increase of any city outside
the influence
of St. Louis. The Illinois Glass Works are located
here. It also
has extensive steel works.
It is, therefore, safe to say that most of the
active
towns of southern Illinois are interested in the coal
development
and its allied interests. Most of these coal towns
were merely
country villages before 1900. Some had no existence
at all, but
the mine development gave rise to their growth.
Herrin and Christopher were best examples of this class
of mining towns. Herrin had a post office and a
store in 1890.
After 1896 it grew rapidly and now has a population
cf about
13.000. Christopher has about the same history.
This town is
now the shipping point for the Burlington for
Southern Illinois
coal. All trains are made up at this point. In
the busiest
season the Burlington Company moves about 1000 cars
per day and
Christopher furnishes a large percentage of this
haulage.
Other towns that have received an impulse from the
coal
development are, Benton, ¥est Frankfort, Harrisburg,
Johnson City,
Marion, Centralia, Eldorado and Duquoin.
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The following table from the report of 1915 shows the
output for some of the towns of this section for that year
.
^
Cities
ITumber '.Jb• WCiH Ik^ W A • Number
of : Output
:
Men
Mines I
Williamson :; 13 : 3531370'; 3558
: 4 :• 1748468
'
: 1605
Franklin : 5 :: 633448: 936
St . Clair : 3 : 738839 : 1138
Franklin : 3 -: 810530 : 898
Marion : 1 : 393837 : 319
St. Clair 1 : 643615 : 607
Saline : 1 : 3^3811 : 309
Saline : I : 3340S97: 3639
Williamson : 5 : 1300993 : 114
: 5 : 3053313": 1838
Herrin
Duquo in
Christopher
Bellville
Benton
Centralia
East St. Louis
Eldorado
Harrisburg
Marion
West Frankfort
From personal knowledge of these communities it
seems to the writer that there is some exaggeration for a few of
these towns and some depreciation of ethers. For instance, Eldor-
ado has five mines in operation. Harrisburg, including Dorris-
ville and Ledford has more than nine. The same may be said of
Marion, Herrin and West Fr.ankfort.
Another class of small towns in Southern Illinois
are called railroad towns. Centralia and East St. Louis have
already been mentioned as having extensive railroad shops and
yards. Other towns which have railroad shops are Mt. Vernon,
having the Louisville and Nashville and Mt. Carmel the Big 4.
The Illinois Central has shops at the following
Railroad Age Gazette, March, 1913.
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places and in ^1912 employed the following number of men:
Centralia 436
East St. Louia 454
Cairo ^4
Carbondale 139
Mounds 276
^COAL AT HEREIN IN 1908
Supplement
PRODUCTION OF COAL IN WILLIAMSON COUNTY
1905 3815751 total tons mined
1906 3927189 « "
"
1907 5266452 " "
"
1908 5315365 « . « n
Most of this coal came from within a radius of 5 miles
of Herrin. Estimating the cost cf mining coal at the conservative
figure of Q^i per ton, there was paid out in 1908 in Williamson
County for producing this coal approximately ^4, 508,060. These
figures would give #12,350 per day at the 36 mines near Herrin
-
a monthly pay-roll of over $350,000.
This 5,315,365 tons of coal in 1908 was sold for
$5,542,383, Employment was given to 6,277 men and the average
number of days worked out of 365 was only 174. Averaging 33 l/3
tons to the car it required 151,423 cars to transport the yield
of 1908. At 40 cars to a train, it took 3783 trains to handle
the year's output. If all the cars had been lined up in one
^^'Mafc^^§i' Jgggator
for Big Muddy Mines, Herrin, Illinois News,
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train, they would reach 1147 miles. This would make a train whose
babOGse might be in New Orleans and the engine at the upper end of
Lake Superior in Canada, or half way across the United States from
New York City to Omaha, Nebraska. For the fiscal year closed
April 1, (1908) the earnings of the three railroads on coal billed
from Herrin was |3, 000, 000.
•2
"SllPORT OF ANNUAL OUTPUT OF 4 MINES AT HERRIN
Big Muddy #8
Sunnyside
Big Muddy #7
Chicago & Carter-
ville #A
Output Men Employed Days Worked
512176 tons 405 254
479921 " 414 264
458575 " 400 227
455469 413 239
^The Benton Coal Company thought it had made a record
when they hauled 1990 tons of coal in 8 hours. But from March
27 to August 10, 1909, the United Coal Company at Christopher,
produced over 2000 tons on 22 different days.
^Fuel, p. 468, 1909
%errin News, August 15, 1909.
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CONCLUSION
The railroads of Southern Illinois fall into two
classes; viz., those which "bid for thru trade and arrange their
schedule for the promotion of such trade, allowing local trade
to simply take its own course; and those roads which are also
trunk lines, but have built branch lines as feeders to the
main lines, and have pushed the development of local resources
and encouraged the investment of capital.
In the first class may be included: (l) the Indian-
apolis Division of the "Big 4", (3) the Vandalia, (3) The Balti-
more and Ohio, Southwestern, (4) the Louisville and Nashville,
and (5) the Mobile and Ohio. It can not be said that these
roads have paid much attention to the developing of the country
thru which they pass, but are more interested in thru freight
and passenger traffic.
On the other hand the other class of railroads mentioned,
has made an effort to develop both local and thru freight, but
have been very careful about encouraging the development and in-
vestment of capital in local business for the purpose of produc-
ing both thru and local freight as feeders to thru main line
traffic. This last statement applied to those roads that have
encouraged the development of the Southern Illinois coal mining
industry. We may include in this class (1) the Illinois Cen-
tral, (3) the Burlington, (3) the "Big 4", Cairo Division, (4)
the Chicago and Eastern Illinois, (5) the Iron Mountain andSoulheirv
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and (6) the Southern. All these roads have been active in the de-
velopment of the coal industry of Southern Illinois. Nothing is
more evident than the interdependence of the railroads and coal
mines of the entire state. The graph on the following page shows
the parallel development. Conditions are such in this section of
the state that makes this interdependence all the more important
for the railroads of the southern section. Before the develop-
ment of the coal mines in certain sections of Southern Illinois,
railroad history was one of low dividends, insolvency and re-
ceiverships. The St. Louis, Alton, and Terre Haute branches
that were first to develop the coal in St. Clair County and push
it into the Big Muddy fields, show plainly, from the reports,
that the greatest prosperity of the railroads of this section
lay in the development of the coal industry. The Illinois Central
paid for these branch reads because of their importance to that
company and because they were prosperous and in good shape.
Examples of bankruptcy are the Cairo and St. Louis,
Cairo and Vincennes, St. Louis and Southeastern, and Jacksonville
and St. Louis. All have been referred to in the above study.
The railroads emd the coal markets have been referred to
in several parts of this thesis. The "Big 43' and the Chicago coal
market. The St. Louis roads and the Terminal have been described as
effecting the St. Louis Market; also the northwestern market, and
those southern and southwestern developments and the improvements
that were being made in order to open markets in other parts of
the co\intry.
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The State of Illinois produces annually about 60 million
tons of coal. If we include St. Louis,- and we can not separate
it in a discussion of Southern Illinois industries,- it is fair
to say that Illinois consumes about 50fo of this output. Since
1870 Southern Illinois has produced from 40 to 50^ of the entire
amount produced in the state.
To trace the other 30 million tons which goes out of
the state is not the problem of this thesis. The direction in
which it goes, however, determines the value of some railroads
over others which touch the Southern Illinois coal field. Much
of this tonnage goes to the northwest, St. Paul being the chief
distributing point for the north central part of the United States.
Montana, Idaho and Wyoming are also purchasers of Illinois coal.
The Great Northern and Burlington have a low grade road from the
Southern Illinois field to Billings, in western Montana,
Practically no Illinois coal goes east, the competition
from Indiana, West Virginia and Pennsylvania being too severe.
This accounts for the non-activity of the east and west trunk
lines that have access to the Southern Illinois coal fields, but
do not haul much coal.
The price of coal in the Chicago and St. Louis markets
differs only in cost of transportation from the mines. Chicago
has had as low as a 90^ rate, and St. Louis has had a 42^ rate
from the Williamson and Franklin County mines. The Saline County
mines do not sell much coal at St. Louis. It is sold for the
most part at Chicago and Peoria. The Williamson and Franklin
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County mine sell to both Chicago and St. Louis. The rate to
Chicago was quoted ^(March, 1316) as 1.05 per ton from each
of the two sources. For St. Louis the rate has been raised to
53^ for East St. Louis and IZi for St. Louis proper. This raise
is probably due to increased production of coal over the agita-
tion of the railroads for higher rates, to meet demand for higher
wages, sind increased costs of operation.
This development is not general for all parts of South-
ern Illinois. The principal coal producing counties are: Franklin,
Williamson, Saline, St-. Clair, Madison, Retndolph, Perry, Washing-
ton, Clinton, Bond, Jackson, Jefferson and ITiite. The first ten
named are the principa^l coal producing counties. In fact, if we
omit the first six, the coal production of the remainder would
not amount to very much. The greater portion of this section of
the state is underlain with coal seams. All these seams are not
workable, but there is a great area of coal lands, as yet unde-
veloped.
The effect of the coal industry on the undeveloped areas
is noticeable. First there has been a shifting of population
from these undeveloped districts to the more busy centers of
greater development. Laboring men and small investors have
hastened to these places in order to get in at first sale and have
either gone to work at the mines or engaged in other business
stimulated by the coal industry.
1
Black Diamond. March, 1916.
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The other effect is an increase in the price of land
above the ordinary increase due to general demand and deprecia-
tion of the dollar. Not much use is made of much of this land
for agricultural purposes. In many cases only a bare subsistance
is wrung from the soil. But when the coal development came, and
surveys were made to determine the extent of the coal areas,
most all the land was fo\ind to be included. For specific illus-
tration, we will use Hamilton County • This county is known to be
one of the poorest agricultural counties of the state. As the
land was of little value, little attention was paid to land
transfers, when the counties adjoining this county began to de-
velop, as Saline and Williamson on the south and Franklin, West
and White, on the east, options were taken in practically all
parts of the county. Speculators demanded abstracts for title of
coal lands. It was then discovered how much carelessness had
been allowed in the transfer of land titles and in many instances
it was found that incumbrances, minor heir^ claims, etc., had
stood against the land for as long; as three generations without
being satisfied. This led to the clearing up of much of the ir-
regularity in land titles in Hamilton County.
Another condition of affairs is evident. It is the
overdevelopmient of the coal industry. It is estimated that 50fo
of the mines in Illinois running full time could furnish as much
coal as the present number of mines working on sm average of
about 175 or 180 days per year. The result is strikes and de-
pressions, low wages and hard feelin^^s between operators and
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miners. This is no more than the usual condition of a mining com-
munity. While it is a condition to be deplored, there is no
remedy in sight. The country must grow up to the development and
then it Is likely that capital will continue to be invested in
coal mines in excess of present needs for some time.
Another great problem confronting the mining communi-
ties of Southern Illinois is the social conditions. The large
majority of workers in the mines, especially in the big corpora-
tion mines like 0*Gara, Big Muddy, Luter's and others, are for-
eigners.
They are of all nationalities, both Horthern and South-
ern Europeans, Scotch, Italians, Magyars, Slovaks, Ruthenians,
Serbs, and Croats, are all there, a great heterogeneous mass. The
great problem is the education and assimilation of this great mass
of foreign population, and the making of American citizens. In
this respect the problem is the same everywhere where there is such
a population. The problem is more vital to this section than many
others for purely fiscal reasons. To support standard schools,
build houses modernly equipped, to keep capable teachers who axe
able to do the work that must be done, takes money. Taxation is
the only source. It is felt by many people that the mines do not
pay their proportionate share of taxes and that they have brought
about these conditions and they should contribute a larger share
to the support of the public institutions for the betterment of
a population principally employed by the mines. There is, there-
fore, much opposition to the development of betterment institu-
tions, on groiinds purely financial, such as night schools, and
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social work of an ameliorization type.
The writer can not refrain from thinking that there is
some truth in the accusation that the coal companies are not
paying their proportionate share of the fiscal expenses, at least
they are not taxed as high as are the farmers, all facts and
circumstances considered.
At the sajiie time, the writer is inclined to an optimistic
view of the future of Southern Illinois. It is evident that the
future depends upon the further development of the coal resources.
Of course, the time will finally come when the coal supply will
be exhausted, but that is at least several generations removed.
Southern Illinois has six coal seams, four of which sure workable
under ordinary or forced conditions. Therefore, we might say
that for several years the future of Southern Illinois lies in
the development, and conservation of her greatest natural re-
source, viz., her coal supply.
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